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Abstract 

Part I: Specht Modules of Trivial Source 

The source of a Specht module is not generally known, unless it is a projective or irreducible 
module and in this case the source is trivial. Are these the only Specht modules with trivial 
source? To address this question, we classify the Specht modules of Fif]..2p and Fif]..2p+1 with trivial 
source for p'l/l::_ 3. It turns out that a Specht module of Fif]..2p and Fif]..2p+l corresponding to a weight 
two partition has trivial source if and only if it is irreducible. On the other hand, there are Specht 
modules corresponding to weight one partitions that are not irreducible but have trivial source, 
these can be identified by ordering the partitions (using the lexicographic ordering) in the block to 
which they belong. The result concerning Specht modules corresponding to weight one partitions 
with trivial source is not unique to Fif]..2p and Fif]..2p+1, but it generalizes to Specht modules of Fifi..n 
for any 5 :S: p'I/£ n. 

Part II: On the Endomorphism Ring of the Lie Module 

Let F'lj)be a field of nonzero characteristic which contains a primitive rth root of unity, and let 
iJ be a particular Lie idempotent. In this paper, we analyze iJFifi..rfJ, in hopes of answering a 
conjecture posed by Doty and Douglass in [7] . It is known that fJFifi..r!J ~ Endn:r(Fifi..r!J) , and 
for (r,j) = 1 this indicates that iJFifi..riJ ~ Endn:r(Lie(r)), where Lie(r) denotes the Lie module. 
We construct a basis for Endn:r (Fifi..r iJ), and use this basis to compute its dimension. In particu
lar, we find a closed form formula for the dimension when r1),s a product of two primes, and when r'ljJ 
is a prime power. It is known that the dimension of iJFifi..rfJ is related to the number of standard 
Young tableau with major index congruent to j'lfenodulo r; therefore, the formula gives insight into 
this quantity as well. 
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Part I 

Specht Modules of Trivial Source 
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Chapter 1 

Introduction 

The source of a Specht module is not generally known; in fact, there are very few cases in which it 

can be easily identified. By definition, projective modules have trivial source, and by [6, Proposition 

4.6], irreducible Specht modules have trivial source. In addition, if a Specht module is isomorphic 

to a Young Module it also has trivial source (it is only possible for a non-irreducible Specht module 

to be isomorphic to a Young Module when the field has characteristic two). This motivates the 

question: Are these the only Specht modules of trivial source? In search of an answer, we identify 

Specht modules of Fif].. 2p and Fif].. 2p+ l with trivial source for p'l/l::_ 3, where F'ljis a field of character

istic p'ljand L.n is the symmetric group on mftetters. In the process, we also classify which Specht 

modules of Fifi..n, for 3 < p'l/£ n, corresponding to weight one partitions, have trivial source. 

The vertex of an indecomposable FG-module is a p-subgroup of G, say Q, unique up to con

jugacy in G, such that the module is relatively H'ljprojective exactly when gQg- 1 ~ H'ljior some 

g'I/£ G11£1] . In the case where 3 :S: p'ljand n <1/Jp, the vertex of a Fifi..n module could be the trivial 

subgroup, Gp, or Gp x Gp. Notice that by definition , a module has trivial vertex exactly when it is 

projective. The source of an indecomposable FG-module, M, is an indecomposable FQ-module, 

say S, such that M'ljis a summand of S'lft0 ; the source of a module is unique up to conjugacy in 

Nc(Q) [l] . Thus, by definition, a module with trivial vertex has trivial source. Alperin provides 

an extensive discussion of vertices and sources and their properties in Chapter 9 of [l] . Since we 

identify Specht modules of trivial source we search for modules that are a summand of FQ tI:n, for 

some p-subgroup, Q. Modules with trivial source are also referred to asp-permutation modules. 
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In [16], Wildon shows that for particular values of n , the vertex of a Specht module of Fifin 

can be determined by considering the weight of the corresponding partition. In particular this is 

the case for n <1[,!,p, provided that p'l/l::_ 3. A Specht module corresponding to a weight zero parti

tion is projective, and therefore has a trivial vertex. Specht modules corresponding to weight one 

partitions have nontrivial cyclic vertices [16]; therefore, Specht modules of Fifin for n <~p'lj(and 

p'l/l::_ 3) , corresponding to weight one partitions , have vertex Gp. Finally, from the discussion in the 

proof of Theorem 1 in [16], since p2 is the highest power of p'l)zlividing the order of L.n , for n <~p'ljJ 

(and p'l/l::_ 3) , the vertex of a Specht module corresponding to a weight two partition has order p2
; 

that is, has vertex Gp x Gp. Thus, our study of Specht modules of Fi/i2p and Fi/i2p+l is organized 

by the weight of the corresponding partition. 

Let 5>. denote a Specht module with corresponding partition >.. To analyze which Specht modules 

of Fifi2p and Fifi2p+1 have trivial source, it remains to study the Specht modules corresponding to 

weight one and weight two partitions. In Chapter 3 we characterize the Specht modules of trivial 

source corresponding to partitions of weight one by applying an equivalence of blocks, as introduced 

by Scopes in [14]. This equivalence is discussed in Section 2.1. The result we obtain extends to 

Specht modules of Fifin, for any 3 < p < n, corresponding to weight one partitions, as stated in 

Theorem 1.0.1. 

Theorem 1.0.1. Let p >'1/2, and let B'lj)Je a weight one block of L.n. Order the partitions corre

sponding to Specht modules in this block by the lexicographic order, >. (p) <l >. (p'lj;- 1) <11/J· · <l >. (1). The 

Specht modules of this block with trivial source are exactly those corresponding to the partitions 

{>.(2k1j+- 1) : k'l/l::_ 0}. 

Trivial source Specht modules of Fi/i2p and Fi/i2p+l, corresponding to weight two partitions , are 

idenfitied in Chapter 4. In Section 4.1.1, we apply several results from Mikaelian in [12] to prove 

that for p >~, the only Specht modules of Fi/i2p corresponding to weight two partitions, of trivial 

source are irreducible; see Corollary 1.0.2. 

Corollary 1.0.2. Let p >~- Let >.'ljbe a weight two partition of 2p. Then 5>. has trivial source if 
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and only if 5>. is irreducible. 

These results also provide a proof that there are a limited number of irreducible Specht modules of 

Fip.. 2p for p >1/3 corresponding to weight two partitions; this is stated in Corollary 1.0.3. 

Corollary 1.0.3. Let p >'$,. The only irreducible Specht modules of Fifi..2p that correspond to weight 

two partitions are 5(2P ) and 5(1
2
P) . 

The case where p'lj;J=. 3 is handled separately, this discussion is the focus of Section 4.1.2. 

In Section 4.2, we apply the results from Section 4.1 and [15] to study the Specht modules of 

Fifi..2p+l with trivial source. We find that the only Specht modules of Fifi..2p+l with trivial source, 

corresponding to weight two partitions, are irreducible, as stated in Theorem 1.0.4. 

Theorem 1.0.4. Let >..'ljbe a weight two partition of 2pt/f- 1. Then, the Specht module, 5>. has trivial 

source if and only if 5>. is irreducible. 

From Corollary 1.0.2 and Theorem 1.0.4 we formulate the following conjecture: 

Conjecture 1.0.5. Let p'l/}2_ 3. There are no Specht modules of Fifi..n , for 2p'lj;5, n <1/Bp, that 

correspond to weight two partitions, with trivial source, except those which are irreducible. 

It is possible that this conjecture holds for weight two partitions of Fifi..n for any n >1/).p , (p'l/l::_ 3) . 
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Chapter 2 

Preliminary Results 

Before proving the main results, we provide some background in the topics and techniques that are 

applied. In Section 2.1, we state and give examples of the correspondence Scopes gives between 

Specht modules of F"f..n and some Specht modules of F"f..m for some m < n. The results from 

Mikaelian in [12] that are employed are discussed in Section 2.2. 

2.1 Scopes Equivalence 

In [14], Scopes gives an equivalence between categories which have certain properties. In particular, 

she finds a correspondence between blocks of Fifin and blocks of Fifin-k for some k1Jl:::_ 1, see Theorem 

2.1.1. 

Theorem 2.1.1. /14, Theorem 1} The blocks of the symmetric groups with a given weight w >1/J 

over a field of characteristic p'lj£an be collected into families according to the shapes of their cores. 
p 

Each family contains Morita equivalent blocks. The number of such families is at most TI [(i'lj;--
i = l 

1) (w'ljr 1) + 1] , and each family contains a block of some L.N where N'lj)is less than or equal to 

p 2 (p?jr 1) 2 
(w'ljr 1)2 / 4 + wp. 

Let >.'1/JJe a partition of m/and let the Specht module, s>-, belong to the block B. Further, let B'ljJ 

denote the block of Fifin-k (for some k) such that B'lj_and B'lj_are Morita equivalent by Theorem 

2.1.1. Let .\'ljbe the partition of n'ljr k'lj:that can be obtained from >. , by applying the equivalence 

given in [14] a number of times, then S{/J EB. We will say that A'lftl1nd .\'lftl1re Scopes equivalent. 
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Scopes equivalence is performed on an abacus display of the partition. We briefly give a sum

mary of how to construct an abacus to display a partition, >.. Let >.'lj;=. (>-1, >-2, ... , At) denote a 

partition of n. To create an abacus corresponding to >.'ljwe find a sequence of -numbers for >., as 

explained in [14]: the sequence, ( i)i=l, where 1 >1/J 2 >'lf;· · >1/J s is a sequence of -numbers for 

,\'lfof. i is nonnegative and satisfies 

i'l!f s'ljJ 

i > s'ljJ 

The -numbers give the positions of the beads in the abacus. 

There are typically p'ljcolumns, called runners, of the abacus. Starting with zero in the top-left 

position, we label each entry of the abacus by always moving from left to right down rows. Notice 

that the ith runner contains entry numbers congruent to i'l/1Ilodulo p. We then put a black bead 

in the positions given by the sequence of -numbers to represent >.. For clarity, we leave a white 

circle to show that the entry is vacant. 

Example 2.1.2. For example, we represent >.'lj;= (3, 3, 1) with p'lj;= 5 and 6 beads. The positions 

of the beads is given by the -sequence: (8, 7, 4, 2, 1, 0). The corresponding abacus is as follows: 

• • • 0 • 

0 0 e e 0 

An abacus display can be particularly useful, because simple maneuvers on the abacus give valu

able information of the corresponding Young diagram. Moving a bead to the left is equivalent to 

removing a box from the corresponding Young diagram; therefore, given an abacus display, the 

removable nodes can be easily identified. Further, moving a bead up to the next row is equivalent 

to removing a p-rim hook from the corresponding Young diagram. Thus, the position of the beads, 

and the vacant entries above the beads give information on the weight of the partition. Note that 

the abacus display of (3, 3, 1) as shown in Example 2.1.2 has only one bead with one vacant entry 

directly above it, therefore, there is only one 5-rim hook that can be removed from the correspond-
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ing Young diagram. This verifies that (3, 3, 1) has weight one when P'IF 5. 

Let w'1)21.enote the weight of a partition >.1,ltnd let s'1)21.enote the number of rows in its p-core. To per

form Scopes equivalence, we create an abacus displaying A'l,M,'ith pw'ljt- s'l,beads. For ease of notation, 

let f i denote the number of beads on the ith runner. As detailed in [14], we identify, if possible, an 

i'lj}:_ 1 such that f i = k'ljt- f i-l for some k'l/l::_ w1,ltnd such that additional properties are satisfied. Let 

.\'l,be the partition of ( n'lj;- k) that we obtain from >.{p>y moving the k'lft.)ottom most beads to the left 

one runner and let f j represent the number of beads on the jth runner of the abacus display of>., 

then we require f J = f J for f# i'lfo1lnd f# i'lj;- 1. Also , fi = fi-1, and fi-1 = fi . If all conditions 

are satisfied, we say ,\ and >.1,ltre Scopes equivalent. 

Example 2.1.3. We find a partition that is Scopes equivalent to ,\'lj;=. (3 , 3, 1). Notice that for 

P'IF 5, the p-core of (3 , 3, 1) is (2), therefore, we represent (3 , 3, 1) on an abacus with 5(1) + 1 = 6 

beads. This was found in Example 2.1.2, as shown below. 

• • • 0 • 

0 0 e e 0 

Notice that r 2 = r 1 + 1, and if f j is the number of beads in column j'ljafter the bottom most bead 

in runner 2 is moved to the left , the following conditions are satisfied: f j = f j for j# 1, 2 and 

f 2 = f 1, f 1 = f 2. Therefore, the partition represented by: 

• • • 0 • 

0 e O e 0 

is a partition of 6 which is Scopes equivalent to (3, 3, 1). This is the partition,\= (3, 2, 1) . 

The relation between s>- and s>- is given by Lemma 2.1.4. 

Lemma 2.1.4. /14 , Lemma 2.1} Let >.'lj}Je a partition of m/nnd suppose thats>- belongs to the block 

B. Then there exists a partition>. of n'lj;-b/.such thats>- belongs to the block 13 , ands>- -is~ k!S1/J, 

s>- tB~ k!s>- . 
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That is, 51/) tB has a filtration with k! copies of 5>- _ In [10, Proposition 4.2.1], Hemmer and 

Nakano prove that Extn:n (5µ, 5µ) = 0 when F'lj)is a field of characteristic p >1/B. Therefore, 

provided that p >'$,, 
k! 

s' tn"" EB(~ and 

We shall use these results when analyzing weight one Specht modules. 

3Example 2.1.5. Let >.'lj;=. (3, 3, 1), and suppose that 5(3, ,1) belongs to the block B'lj,of F5"f.q 

where F 5 has characteristic five. In Example 2.1.3, we found that >.'lj;=. (3, 2, 1) and >.'ljare Scopes 

equivalent. Then 51/) belongs to the block B'/frif A"f..6 where B'ljand B'ljare Morita equivalent. Then 

5 (3 ,3,1) ls ~ 5 (3 ,2,1) . 

In particular, this indicates that 

2.2 p-permutation Modules with a Specht Filtration 

In [12], Mikaelian determines a condition for a p-permutation module of vertex Gp x Gp to have a 

Specht filtration. Since Specht modules corresponding to weight two partitions have vertex Gp x Gp 

and a Specht filtration , we apply several of his results to identify Specht modules corresponding to 

weight two partitions with trivial source. Briefly, let (m) denote the Specht module 5(p-m,lrn) for 

0 :S: m~ p'lj;- 1. Further, let (-m) denote the dual Specht module (5(p-m ,lrn))*. 

Lemma 2.2.1. /12, Lemma 2.2) The trivial source F'lf;"f..p x "f..p)-modules of non-cyclic vertex are 

precisely (r) (s) , where 2 - p~ r, s~ p'lj;- 1 and both n /11,nd s'lj,are even. 

Since Gp x Gp :S: "f..p x "f..p :S: "f..2p, by Lemma 9.5 in [1] and Lemma 2.2.1, each F~2p-module of 

vertex Gp x Gp with trivial source is a summand of a module of the form ( (r) (s) )I:2 
p for some 

2 - p~ r, s~ p'lj;- 1 and both r, s'lj1re even. Therefore, if 5>. is a Specht module with vertex Gp x Gp 
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and with trivial source, 

(2.2.1) 

for some r, s'lfeven. In Theorem 2.2.2, it is further identified that for ( (r) (s) )I:2 p to have a Specht 

filtration, r, s'l/,ltre nonnegative. 

Theorem 2.2.2. /12, Theorem 3.1} Let p'l/J'2. 5. Then any non-projective summand of the in

duced module ( (r) (s) )I:2
P for O :S r, s'l/£: p'lj+- l has a Specht filtration if and only if n /nnd s'lj_are 

both non-negative, and a dual Specht filtration if and only if neither n /nor S?pelong to {1, 2, ... , p,f+ 2}. 

In Section 4.1.1, we apply the Green correspondence for our analysis. For a discussion on the Green 

correspondence and its properties, please refer to Chapter 10 in [l]. In particular, we use the Green 

conespondence to analyze, (5(p-c'FI 5(p-,- l ,, ,- ' I)"''-' .Notice that ( 5(p-,.F) 5(p-,-1.1•- 'I) ( 
is an indecomposable F~"f..P x "f..p-1) module with vertex Gp. Further, NI:2P_ 1 ( Gp) ~ "f..p x "f..p-1· 

Therefore, 

where U'lfos the Green correspondent to ( s(p-r,F) s(p-s-l,1s-l)) (Lemma 2.2.3 provides additional 

information on U, 

Lemma 2.2.3. /12, Lemma 2. 7} Let >.'ljbe a partition of£, where l :S £'1/:f: p'lj+- l. For O :S k'l/:f: p'lj+- l 

the module (s(p-k,l k)) S1p is the Green correspondent of the module s>-(k+ l) , which is the (k'ljt- 1) th 

Specht module in the weight one block with core 5. . 

In a similar way, the following two lemmas from [12], allow us to work with ( s(p-r,F) s(p-s,l8)) I: 
2 
p. 

( 1r) ( l8))I:plI:2Lemma 2.2.4. /12, Lemma 2.3} The Ft{;"f..p I "f..2) , module S p-r , S p-s, is indecom-( 

posable for r# s . 

Lemma 2.2.5. /12, Lemma 2.4} For any indecomposable non-projective Ft{;"f..p I "f..2) module M , the 

induced module MI: 2P is of the form g(M) EB P'lj)where g(M) is the Green correspondent of M'lj;and 

Aj;is a projective module. 
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Chapter 3 

Specht Modules of Trivial Source in 

Weight One Blocks 

In this chapter, we determine which Specht modules corresponding to weight one partitions have 

trivial source. To do so, we use several properties of weight one blocks; in particular, we make use 

of the fact there are P'I/Partitions in each block, and the partitions can be totally ordered using the 

lexicographic order. For a summary of the known properties of weight one blocks, see [9 , Theorem 

2.1] . Our goal is to identify modules of Fifi..2p and Fifi..2p+1 of trivial source, however as hinted, our 

result is much more general. First, we let p'l/E_ 5. The case where p'lj;=. 3 will appear in the second 

section. 

3.1 The case where p ~ 5. 

Using Scopes equivalence, we obtain the following result: 

Lemma 3.1.1. Let s>- be a Specht module of Fifi..n , for p < mfemd let >.'ljbe a partition such that >.'ljJ 

and >.'lj,are Scopes equivalent. Then s>- has trivial source if and only ifs>- has trivial source. 

Proof. If >.'ljdenotes the partition of n, let <I>(>.) denote the result of performing the Scopes 

equivalence once. Let s>- belong to the block B 0 of Fifi..n- By Theorem 2.1.1, there is a family 

of Morita equivalent blocks {Bo , B 1 , ... , Bs} , labeled so that 5<t>i(>.) belongs to the block Bj and 

>.'ljJ=. <P 8 (>.) . Further, let Bi be a block of Fifi..mi for all i, so that ms <1};· · < m1 <mo= n. 
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We apply Lemma 2.1.4, to each of the partitions <f>J(>.) for all 1 :S: j < s. That is, there ex

ists a ki+1 such that 
ki+1! 

sq,i+l(>,) IBi ~ EB s<t>i(>,). 

i = l 

We prove that if 5<t>s(>-) has trivial source, then 5<t>(s-i l (.>-) has trivial source for all 0 :S: j'l/f;: s'lfavhere 

<t>0 (>.) = >., by induction on j . Assume that 5<t>(s-il (.>-) has trivial source for some i'l/l::_ 0. We show 

the result holds for j'lj?=. i'ljt- 1. Since 5<t>(s-i )(.>-) has trivial source, 5<t>(s-i )(.>-) IFQ tI:=(s-i) , where Q'lfos 

the vertex of 5<t>(s-i )(.>-) . As noted above, 

k(s-i)! 
C:d. EB sq,s- (i+l )(>-) . 

i = l 

So that 5<t>s- (i+1J (>-) is a summand of ( 5<t>(s-iJ(>-) tI:=s- (i+i l ) ( By the transitivity of induction, 

q,s- (i+l) (,>_) FQ jI:IS =s- (i+i l 

and thus, 5<t>s- (i+1 l (.>-) also has trivial source. In particular, if 5<t>s(>-) = s>- has trivial source, then 

s>- has trivial source. 

Now, suppose that s>- has trivial source, we prove that 5<t>i(>-) has trivial source for all 0 :S: j'l/f;: s. 

We proceed by induction on j . Suppose that for some i~ 0, 5<t>i(>-) has trivial source, we show 

that the result holds for j'lj;=. i'ljt- 1. Since 5<t>i(>-) has trivial source, 5<t>i(>-) IFQ tI:=i where Q'lfos the 

vertex of 5<t>i(.>-). Since by Lemma 2.1.4, 

ki+1! 
C:d. EB sq,i+l(>-) 

i = l 

we have that 
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Recall that mi+1 < mi. By Mackey's Theorem, 

(FQ) tI:rni+I:rni+l ~ EB (FI:rni+lnsQs-1) II:rni+l. 

sEI:rni+l \ I:rni / Q 

Therefore, for some subgroup Q1 of L.mi+i, 

That is, 5ct>i+l(>,) has trivial source. This completes the induction. In particular, we find that if 5>. 

has trivial source, then 5<t>s(>.) = s>- has trivial source. □ 

Using Lemma 3.1.1, given a weight one block of Lan where 3 < p < n, we can identify which Specht 

modules have trivial source, see Theorem 1.0.1 as restated below. 

Theorem 1.0.1. Let p >'ljJ!, and let B'lj)Je a weight one block of Lan. Order the partitions cor

responding to Specht modules in this block by the lexicographic order, A (p) <l .\ (p'lj;- 1) <11/J· · <l >-( 1). 

The Specht modules of this block with trivial source are exactly those corresponding to the partitions 

{>-(2k'l,tt- 1) : k'l/l::_ 0} . 

Proof. The partitions corresponding to the Specht modules in B'lj1re given by, ,\ (p) <l ,\ (p'lj;- 1) <11/J· · <l >-( 1). 

The weight one partitions corresponding to Specht modules in the principal block of Fip..p can also 

be ordered: (IP) <17/;_2, IP-2 ) <11/J· •<1w_p). By Theorem 2.1.1, there is one family of Morita equivalent 

weight one blocks and this family contains the weight one block of Lap. Therefore, the partition 

.\(i) corresponding to a Specht module in B'lf1-s Scopes equivalent to (p'lj;- j'l,tt- 1, 1J-l) for some j . 

If .\'lj,denotes the partition of n, let °X'lj,denote the partition of p'ljin which .\'lj,and °X'lj,are Scopes 

equivalent. By [14, Lemma 2.2], the map .\'lj:J-t "X, preserves the lexicographic ordering of partitions. 

Therefore, since .\(1) and (p) are the greatest partitions, it is the case that .\(1) = (p). It follows 

that .\(i) = (p'lj;-i'l,tt-1, 1i-1 ). Therefore, .\(2k1,tt-1) for k'l/l::_ 0, is Scopes equivalent to (p'lj;-2k, 12k) . 

As discussed in the proof of Lemma 2.2 in [12], Specht modules of Fip..p of vertex Gp and trivial 
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source correspond to the hook partitions 5(p-r,F) where n[1.s even. Therefore, by Lemma 3.1.1, it 

follows that {>.(2k'lf+- 1) : k~ O} are exactly the partitions in a weight one block in which their 

corresponding Specht modules have trivial source. □ 

Notice that Theorem 1.0.1, can be used to identify Specht modules of trivial source of F¥in, corre

sponding to weight one partitions, for all 3 < p < n . 

3 .2 The case w he re p = 3. 

The case where p'lj?=. 3 must be handled separately, since we are not guaranteed that Extn:n (5µ, 5µ) = 0 

when the characteristic of the field is less than five. We determine the Specht modules of trivial 

source corresponding weight one partitions for F¥i2p and F¥i2p+l · 

Let p'lj;=. 3 and consider F¥i6 and F¥i7 . There are no weight one partitions of 6, while there 

are six weight one partitions of 7. Of these six partitions, four correspond to Specht modules that 

12 15are irreducible: 5(5 ,l), 5(5, ), 5(3 ,l 
4

) and 5(2, ) [11]. The remaining two correspond to Specht 

modules without trivial source: 5(3 ,3,1) and 5(3,2,2). 

These computations were done in Magma [2]. For an example of the code used, please refer to 

the Appendix: Section A.l. 
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Chapter 4 

Specht Modules of F~2p and F~2p+l of 

Trivial Source in Weight Two Blocks 

4.1 Specht modules of F°'£2p 

It remains to identify the Specht modules corresponding to weight two partitions that have trivial 

source. To support Conjecture 1.0.5, we show that there are no Specht modules of F¥i-2p, corre

sponding to weight two partitions that have trivial source, except for those which are irreducible. 

In the first section , we consider the case where p >?ft. 

4.1.1 The case where p >$. 

In this subsection, we prove Corollary 1.0.2. Recall that Specht modules of F¥i-2p corresponding to 

weight two partitions have vertex Gp x Gp. 

Since 5>. has a Specht filtration , if 5>. is of trivial source then by Equation 2.2 .1 

where r, s'ljare even. To prove Corollary 1.0.2, we restrict (5(p-r ,F) 5(p-s,ls )f2p to L.2p-l and 

employ the Green correspondence. While performing this restriction, we analyze weight one parti

tions of 2p'lj;- 1 which have hook partitions as p-cores. 
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For ease of notation , let >-t(k) denote the kth partition in a weight one block of r.2p- l with p

core (p'lj;- t'lj;- 1, 1t) . We describe At (k) as follows: 

Lemma 4.1.1. Let B'lj]Je a block of L.2p-l of weight one such that the partitions corresponding to 

the Specht modules in B'ljhave p-core (p'lj;- t'lj;- 1, 1t) where O < t'lj£ p'lj;- 2. Then 

~p'lj;- t'lj;- 1, 1t) if k1P=- 1 

(p,p'lj;-t,lt-1) if k1P=- 2 :S t'ljt- 1 

At(k) = t 'lj;- k'ljt- 2, p'lj;- t, 2k-2 , 1t+l-k) if 2 < k'I/£ t'ljt-1 

(p'lj;- t'lj;- 1, p'lj;- k'ljt- 1, 2t, 1k-t-l) if t'ljt- 2 :S k'I/£ p'lj;- 1rt,P- I, I t+p) if k,J,c p,/J 

We define (p'lj;- k'ljt- 2,p'lj;- t, 2k-2 , 1°) to be (p'lj;- k'ljt- 2,p'lj;- t, 2k-2 ) . 

Proof. To construct all partitions in B , we analyze the different ways in which a rim p-hook 

can be added to the core (p'lj;- t'lj;- 1, 1t), and then order these by lexicographic order; there will be 

exactly p'lfeuch partitions. To obtain the greatest partitions, we add a rim p-hook to the core that 

only includes the first row. That is, 

To create a second partition in the ordering we consider the result of adding a rim hook that 

includes the first and second rows only. After adding such a rim hook, the second row will have 

length (p'lj;- t) . The corresponding partition is, 

Notice that this is possible if and only if t'l/l::_ 1. That is, if k'lj;=. 2 :S t'ljt- 1. Now, we show that for 

2 < k'I/£ t'ljt- 1, 
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A candidate for the kth partition in the ordering is obtained by adding a p-hook to the core that 

includes the first bjrows. This will guarantee that >.(k) <J>.(k'l/+-1) . For the rim p-hook to include 

the first two rows, the second row will be of length (p'lj+- t) . Additionally, for the p-hook to include 

the first bjrows, the ith row will be of length two for 3 :S: i1/;5: k. The remaining rows will have 

length one. To satisfy each of these conditions, we obtain the partition, 

As stated, if k'ljJ= t'ljt-1, we define (p'lj+-t'ljt-1,p'lj+-t, 2t-1 , 1°) = (p'lj+- t'ljt-1,p'lj+- t, 2t-1). For this to be 

a partition, we require k'l/£: t'ljt- 1. That is, 

Now, we construct the smallest p'lj+- (t'ljt- 1) partitions in the block. To obtain additional distinct 

partitions which are strictly smaller than those previously constructed, the rim p-hook can no 

longer include the first row. That is , the remaining partitions have first row with length (p'lj+- t'lj+- 1) . 

Now, to guarantee that >.(k'l/t-1) <J>.(k), the second row of >.(k) must be longer than that of >.(k'l/t-1) . 

Let k'ljJ= t'ljt- 1 + z'ljior 1 :S: z'I/J:S: p'lj+- t'lj+- 2. Then, a candidate for >. (k) is one where the dif

ference between the first and second rows of >. (k) is (z'lj+- 1). Therefore, >. (k) has second row 

( (p'lj+- t'lj+- 1) - (z'lj+- 1)) = (p'lj+- t'lj+- z). The rim p-hook will extend to include all subsequent rows. 

Therefore, there will be s'lft7ows of length two, and then a number of rows of length one. We obtain 

the partition, 

(p'lj+- t'lj+- l,p'lj+- t'lj+- z, 2\ 12
) . 

Substituting back in for k'ljJ= t'ljt- 1 + z, we obtain, 

>.(k) = (p'lj+-t'lj+-l,p'lj+-k'ljt-1,2\lk-t-l) . 

Notice that this is a valid partition for all t'ljt- 2 :S: k'l/£: p'lj+-1, and by construction >.(k'l/t-1) <J>.(k). 
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It remains to construct the smallest partition. Clearly the smallest partition that can be obtained 

this way is to add a rim p-hook to the first column of the core (p'lj;- t'lj;- 1, 1t) . Therefore, 

This yields p149artitions in B'l/41lrdered as required. This completes the proof. □ 

We also can characterize the partitions belonging to a weight one block of :E2p-1, with core (p'lj;- 1) . 

Lemma 4.1.2. Let B'lj}Je a block of L.2p-l of weight one such that each partition of B'ljhas p-core 

(p'lj;- 1). Then 

if k'l/F- 1 

'lj;- 1, p'lj;- k'ljt- 1, 1k-l) if 1 < k'l/£ p'ljJ 

The proof of Lemma 4.1.2 follows the arguments in the proof of Lemma 4.1.1. 

In the following lemma, we determine if it is possible for 5>-t(k) and 5>-t- 1 (k) to be factors of 

s>- +I:2p-l for some A. 

Lemma 4.1.3. There exists a unique Specht module of Fi/l2p, s>-, such that applying branching 

rules to s>- +I:2P_ 1 yields the factors 5>-t- 1 (k), and 5>-t(k), for k'lj,odd and 1 < t < p'lj;- 1. 

Proof. We consider several cases, and apply Lemma 4.1.1 in each. Recall that >-t(k) has core 

(p'lj;- t'lj;- 1, 1 t) while >-t-l (k) has core (p'lj;- t, 1t-l). 

Case 1 : k'lj;=. 1. When k'lj;=. 1, >-t-1 (k) (2p'lj;- t, 1t-1 ) while >-t(k) (2p'lj;- t'lj;- 1, 1t) . Notice 

that if 

(4 .1.1) 

then s>- 1 +I:2p_ 1 yields the desired two factors . This is the only such partition of 2p. 

Case 2: 2 < k1/;5: t . For b/in this range, >-t-i(k) = (p'lj;-k'ljt-2,p'lj;-t'ljt-1,2k-2 ,1t-k) and >-t(k) = 
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(p'lj;- k'lj+- 2,p'lj;- t, 2k-2 , 1t-k+l ). Then we define 

( 4.1.2) 

Here >.'lfos the only partition such that s>-2 h 2P _ 1 yields both Specht factors , 5>-t - i(k ) and 5>-t(k ). 

Case 3 : k'lj;= t'lj+- 1. For this value of k, At-1(t'lj+- 1) (p'lj+- t,p'lj;- t, 2t-1 , 1) and >-t(t'I/+- 1) 

(p'lj;- i'l/t-1,p'lj;- t, 2t-l ) . If 

A3 = (p'lj;- t'lj+-1 , p'lj;- t , 2t-1 
, 1), ( 4.1.3) 

then this the unique partition such that 5>-3 yields the two desired factors. 

Case 4: t'lj+- 2 :S: k'lj:£ p'lj;- 1. For these values of k , >-t-i(k) = (p'lj;- t,p'lj;- k'lj+-1 , 2t-1 , 1k-t). Similarly, 

At(k) = (p'lj;- t'lj;- l,p'lj;- k'lj+-1, 2t , 1k-t-l ). We define, 

( 4.1.4) 

Case 5: k'lj;=. p. For this value of k, >-t-i(k) = (p'lj;- t, 1t-l+p) and >-t(k) = (p'lj;- t 'lj;- 1, 1HP). We 

define, 

( 4.1.5) 

This completes the proof. □ 

Lemma 4.1.4. Let O :S: r , s1/;5: p'lj;- 1 where r , s'ljn,re even and not equal. There does not exist a 

Specht module of F¥i2p , such that applying branching rules to its restriction to L.2p-l yields the 

factors 5>-r- i (s+ l ), 5>-r(s+ l ), 5>-s - i(r+ l ), and 5>-s(r+ l ) _ (Ift'lj?=. 0, note that the partition At- 1(k) is 

not defined. Similarly when t'lj?=. p'lj;- 1, At (k) is not defined. Here we only consider the partitions 

which exist.) 

Proof. By Lemma 4.1.3 for O < r , s < p'lj;- 1 there exists a unique partition, say >.'ljsuch that 

5>-s- i (r+l), 5>-s(r+ l ) appear as factors of s>- +I:
2

P _ 
1

• Additionally, there exists a partition, say µ'ljJ 

such that 5>-r- i (s+ l ) and 5>-r (s+ l ) appear as factors of 5µ +I:
2

P _ 
1 

. We show that there are no con-
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ditions that allow >.'lj;J=. µ. Without loss of generality, we suppose that r < s. 

Case 1: Suppose (r'I/Jr-- 1) = 1 ands < p'lj+- 1. Then for As-1(r# 1) and >-s(r# 1) to be fac

tors of 5>. +I:2 >.'lfenust satisfy the conditions of Equation 4.1.1 in the proof of Lemma 4.1.3. SoP_ 1 , 

that 

Now, we consider the possibilities for µ. Here since r'lj;J=. 0, >-r-l (s'¢+- 1) is not defined and we only 

consider the partition >.0 (s'¢+- l) = (p'lj+- l,p'lj+- s, l8), as given in Lemma 4.1.2, where since r# s, 

s >'ifiJ. Then for 5>-o(s+l) to be a Specht factor of 5µ +I:2p_ 1 , µ'lfos of the possible forms: 

There is no s1,Such that µ'lj;J=. >.. 

Case 2: Next, suppose that 2 < r'I/Jr-- 1 :S: s < p'lj+- 1 so that if As-1(r# 1) and As(r# 1) are 

Specht factors of 5>. +I:2P_ 1 , >.'lfenust be of the form given in Equation 4.1.2 in the proof of Lemma 

4.1.3. That is, 

Now, we analyze the possibilities forµ. Since 2 < r'¢f- 1 :S: s < p'l/r 1, we have that r'¢f- 2 :S: st/t- 1 < p. 

Then µ'lfos in the form of Equation 4.1.4, that is, 

Since p'l/r r'¢+- 1 =/=- p'l/r r, we find that >-# µ. 

Case 3: Suppose that O < r1/;5: p'lj+- 3 and s'lj;=. p'l/r 1. Then >-s(r'I/Jr- 1) is not defined. By Lemma 
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4.1.1, since 2 < r'I/+- 1 :S p'ljr 2 = s, 

For 5>-s-i(r+l) to be a Specht factor of s>- -h::2 >.'lfenust be in one of the following forms: P_ 1 , 

By Lemma 4.1.3, since 1 < r'lj+-1 < s'lj+-1 = p, for >-r-1(s'l/+- l) , >-r(s'lf+- 1) to be Specht factors of 

Here we note that it cannot be the case that µ~ nd >.1,!irepresent the same partition. 

Case 4: Let r'lj;=- 0 and s'lj;=- p'ljr 1. Notice that Ap-2 (1) = (p'lf+- 1, lP-2 ) while >.0 (p) = (2p'ljr 1) . 

2There is clearly not a single partition AVJ)f 2p?,Buch that 5(p+l ,lP- ), 5(2p-l) are factors of s>- +2p-l· 

Therefore, for all possible choices of r , sw_as given in the hypothesis), there does not exist a partition 

,\'lfeuch that 5>-r-i(s+l)' 5>-r(s+l)' 5>-s-i(r+l) and 5>-s(r+l) are all factors of s>- +I:2p-1 · □ 

We are ready to prove Theorems 4.1.5 and 4.1.6, which are essential to prove Corollary 1.0.2. 

Theorem 4.1.5. Let p >1/J, . Th e F~2p module (s(p-r ,F) 5(p-s ,ls) / 
2
P for O :S r ,s'lj:£ p'ljr 1, r ,s'ljJ 

even and not equal, is of the form, 

where A/Jis projective and U'lj)is indecomposable with vertex Gp x Gp . Further, U'lj)is not a Specht 

module. 

sl)I:p1I:2 . .( ) (Proof. By Lemma 2.2.4 , since the Fif/f..p IL. 2 ) module S p-r ,F S p-s,l 1s mdecompos-( 
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able and nonprojective (having vertex Gp x Gp) , for r#=- s, by Lemma 2.2.5, 

( 5 (p-r,F ) 5 (p-s,l8 )/plI:2 ? 2p = (5 (p-r ,F ) 5 (p-s,l8 )/ 2p 

e, g{ (("-c,F) 5 (p- s,P)/''E' ) Ell A/J 

for some projective Fip.. 2p module P . Let 

By properties of the Green correspondent , U'ljis indecomposable with vertex G p x Gp . 

It remains to show that U'ljis not a Specht module. Suppose to the contrary that U~ 5µ where µ'ljJ 

is some partition of 2p. By restriction to :E2p - l , we obtain, 

( 4.1.6) 

where P I/J.-I:2p_ 1 is projective, and 5µ -h 2P _ 1 is given by branching rules . 

We apply Mackey's Theorem to the left side of Equation 4.1.6, 

(5 (p-r ,F ) 

Each term can be simplified using branching rules. This yields, 

(5 (p-r,F ) 5 (p-s,l8 )/ 2
P -h 2p- l ~ (5 (p-r ,F ) 5 (p-s-l,l 8

) ) tI:2p- l EB (5 (p-r ,F ) 5 (p-s,is - 1
) ) tI:2p- l 

EB (5 (p-r-l ,F ) 5 (p-s,l 8
) ) tI:2p- l EB (5(p-r ,ir- 1) 5 (p-s,l8 ) ) tI:2p- l . 
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By applying the Green correspondence, 

where A has vertex strictly smaller than the vertex of the Green correspondent. Since the Green 

correspondent has vertex of order p , Pi is projective. Furthermore, by Lemma 2.2.3 , 

In a similar way, 

That is, 

( 4.1. 7) 

where P'ljis projective. Therefore, by Equations 4.1.6 and 4.1. 7, 

( 4.1.8) 

Since each Specht module on the right has vertex a p-group of order p , none is projective. Therefore, 

for Equation 4.1.8 to hold, we require, 

That is , the partitions , As-1(r# 1) ,>.s(r# 1) , >-r-1(s1,tt- l) and >-r(s'1,tt- l) correspond to Specht 

modules that are factors of 5µ +I:2 1 for some partition µ 'ljnf 2p; by Lemma 4.1.4, this is notP_ 

possible. Therefore, U'lj£,annot be a Specht module. □ 
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Theorem 4.1.6 is proven in a manner similar to Theorem 4.1.5. 

Theorem 4.1.6. Let p >1/J . There exists no Specht module with vertex Gp x Gp that is a direct 

summand of 

( 5(p-r ,F ) 5(p-r ,F ) ) I:2P 

where O< r < p'ljJ- 1 and n /is even. 

Proof. By applying Mackey's Theorem, 

( 5(p-r ,F ) 

Applying branching rules , we obtain 

(s(p-r ,F ) 5(p-r ,F ) / 2
P -h2p-l ~ (s(p-r ,F ) 5(p-r-l ,F ) ) tI:2p- l EB (S(p-r ,F ) 5(p-r ,ir - 1

) ) tI:2p- l 

EB (s(p-r-1 ,F ) 5(p-r ,F ) ) tI:2p- l EB (S(p-r,ir- 1
) 5(p-r ,F ) ) tI:2p- l . 

By the Green correspondence and Lemma 2.2.3, 

where A has vertex strictly smaller than t he vertex of the Green correspondent. Since the Green 

correspondent has vertex of order p, Pi is projective. 

In a similar way, 

That is, 

( 5(p-c,1") 5(p-c,F))"'' t,,,- , ca 2 ( 5>c- , (c+ 1IEll s>c(c+ 1I) ~ p ( 4.1.9) 

where A/is projective and not necessarily indecomposable. Suppose to the contrary that there is a 
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Specht module with vertex Gp x Gp, say U'lj,such that 

Then U'ljlias trivial source and U'l/4r,2P_ 1 will be the result of branching rules. By Lemma 9. 7 in 

[1], since U'ljis indecomposable of trivial source, U'l/4r,2P_ 1 has an indecomposable summand with 

vertex containing ( Gp x Gp) n L.2p-l = Gp. That is, Uljbas a indecomposable summand that is not 

projective. Since 

then, by Equation 4.1.9, 

We consider two cases. In the first , we consider the possibility that 5>-r-i(r+l) is an indecom

posable summand of UI/J.,r,2P_ 1 • By Lemma 4.1.1 

Therefore, there are four possibilities for the identity of U'lj;=. s>-, obtained by adding a box to the 

corresponding Young diagram: 

>.'ljJ = (p'ljr r'l/+- 1, p'ljr r, 2r-l , 1) (4.1.10) 

)..'ljJ = (p'ljr r, p'ljr r, 3, 2r-2
, 1) or A'lfJ=- (p'ljr r, p'ljr r, 3, 1) if r'l{J=- 2 (4.1.11) 

>.'ljJ = (p'l/rr,p'ljrr,2r) (4.1.12) 

>.'ljJ = (p'ljr r,p'ljr r, 2r-l , 12
). (4.1.13) 

Notice that p'ljr r >1/2 by hypothesis , so that each equation represents a partition of 2p. We show 

that each possibility of A?ffields a contradiction. 
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Notice that Equations 4.1.11 and 4.1.13 yield partitions that are not of weight two. Therefore, 

U'lj;=. 5>. could not correspond to a partition in the form given by these equations. 

where 

Notice that >-2 is a weight one partition with core (p'lj+- r'lj+- 2, ir+1). Further, notice that if >-1, ,\3 

and >.4 are of weight one, each will have a p-core with first row of length strictly greater than 

(p'lj+- r'lj+- 2) . That is, >-2 is of weight one with p-core different from the p-core of >-1, A3 and .\4. 

Therefore, 5>-215>. +I:2P _ 1 = U'l/J+I:2 _ Since >-2 is of weight one, 5>-2 has vertex Gp and is notP 1 • 

projective. Further, notice that >-2 -=I- >-r(r'l/t-1) and >-2 -=I- >-r-1(r'l/t- l) . This is a contradiction since 

but 

5>-2 / (5>-r- 1(r+l) EB 5>-r(r+l )) ~.Pip 

In a similar way, it can be shown that if >.?J,s such that U'lj;=. 5>., then .\?,Cannot be given by Equation 

4.1.12. 

Therefore, 5>-r- i(r+l ) is not a summand of U. It is a similar argument to show that 5>-r (r+l ) 

cannot be a summand of Ul/4-I:2P _ 1 • 
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It follows that there does not exist a weight two partition >.1,Such that 

where nfos even, 0 < r < p'lj;- 1. □ 

Theorems 4.1.5 and 4.1.6 allow us to prove Corollary 1.0.2 as restated below. 

Corollary 1.0.2. Let p >'if!,. Let >.?jDe a weight two partition of 2p. Then s>- has trivial source if 

and only if s>- is irreducible . 

In particular, there are no non-irreducible Specht modules, corresponding to weight two partitions, 

of trivial source. For completeness, we consider possible Specht summands of ( 5(p-r,F ) 5(p-r ,F ) ) I:
2

P 

when r'lj;= p'lj;- 1 and when r'lj;= 0. This, along with Theorems 4.1.5 and 4.1.6 will help to deter

mine which Specht modules have trivial source, thereby identifying irreducible Specht modules with 

weight two partitions. 

Theorem 4.1.7. The Specht module 5 (2p) is the only possible Specht module with vertex Gp x Gp 

that could be a direct summand of 

Proof. Suppose to the contrary that there is such a Specht module, say U'lj,such that 

Then U'ljlias trivial source and U1/4I:2p _ 1 will be the result of branching rules. By Lemma 9. 7 in 

[1], since U'ljis indecomposable of trivial source , U# I:2P _ 1 has an indecomposable summand with 

vertex containing ( Gp x Gp) n :E2p-l = Gp. That is, Uifhas a indecomposable summand that is not 

projective. By Mackey's Theorem, 
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By applying branching rules, 

5(P))'"' '"' tI:2p-l . 
"-'p - l X "-'p 

Further, by Green correspondence and Lemma 2.2.3, 

where A/is projective and not necessarily indecomposable. Therefore, 5>-o(l) must be a factor of 

U. Notice that >.0 (1) = (2p'lj+- l) so that if ,\'lj;=. (2p) or >.'lj;=. (2p'lj+- l , 1) then 5(2p-l) is a factor 

of s>- -k2P. Notice that 5(2p) is irreducible and has trivial source. We consider the possibility 

of 5(2p-l ,l ) being a direct summand of ( 5(p) 5(p) / 
2

P . Notice that 5(2p-l ,l ) -k P_ has factors 
2 1 

{S(2P-1),s(2P-2,1l }. Since (2p'lj+- l) and (2p'lj+-2,1) are both of weight one with distinct p-cores, 

these factors appear as direct summands of 5(2p-l ,l ) -k2P_ 1 . That is , 

5(2p-2,1) ( 5(P) 

2However, this yields a contradiction since 5(2 p- ,1) is not projective and 

□ 

Theorem 4.1.8 is proven analgously. 

2
Theorem 4.1.8. The Specht module 5(1 P) is the only possible Specht module with vertex Gp x Gp 

that could be a direct summand of 

From Theorems 4.1.7, 4.1.8 and Corollary 1.0.2 we can identify which Specht modules that corre

spond to weight two partitions are irreducible. 
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Corollary 1.0.3. The only irreducible Specht modules of Pifi2p that correspond to weight two 

partitions are 5(2P) and 5(1
2
P). 

Proof. Let 5>. be an irreducible Specht module where >.1[1.s a weight two partition. Since 5>. is 

irreducible, 5>. has trivial source. By Equation 2.2.1, there exists r, s'lfeven such that 

Since 5>. has a Specht filtration, by [12, Corollary 3.2], r'lft1l,nd s'lfanust be nonnegative. However, by 

Theorems 4.1.6, 4.1.5, 4.1. 7 and 4.1.8, 5>. can only be a summand of (5(p-r ,F) 5(p-s ,l8) / 
2

P for 

0 :Sr, s'1/£: p'ljJ- l, if >.'lj;=. (2p) or >.'lj;=. (12P). Therefore, the only irreducible Specht modules that 

correspond to weight two partitions are (2p) and (12P). □ 

4.1.2 The case where p'lj;=. 3. 

Using Magma [2], we find that there are no Specht modules corresponding to weight two partitions 

of F3I:.6 that have trivial source, except those which are irreducible. A sample of the Magma code 

can be found in the Appendix, Section A.I. 

4.2 Specht Modules of F:E2p+1 

We now consider the Specht modules of Fi/i 2p+l corresponding to weight two partitions which have 

trivial source. In the first subsection, we consider the case where p >?ft. In the second, we consider 

the p'lj;=. 3 case. 

4.2.1 The case where p >$. 

Before proving Theorem 1.0.4, we focus on a number of preliminary results. We analyze Specht 

modules of trivial source of Fi/i 2p+ l by reducing down to Fi/i 2p, and then applying the results in 

Section 4.1.1 and [15]. To do so, we employ abacus notation to describe the partitions in a fixed 

block. For a weight two partition, we can identify the partition by the location of the beads with 

nonzero weight. In particular, we describe the columns in which these beads are located. The 
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notation: (i,j) indicates that the abacus display of the partition has a weight one bead in the ith 

and jth columns. Similarly, if a weight two partition has representation: (i), there is a weight two 

bead in the ith column. 

By [15, Lemma 3.3], if >.'ljis not one of the partitions = (i, i), = (i, i'lj+- 1) or = (i'I/+- 1), 

for any 1 :S i'l/£, p'lj+- 1, then there exists a unique partition, >., of 2p?fa;uch that >.'ljis a weight two 

partition and >.'l,l;tnd >.'l,l;tre Scopes equivalent. Therefore, before proving Theorem 1.0.4, we analyze 

these three partitions. 

Lemma 4.2.1. The abacus displays (i, i) , (i, i'lj+- 1) and (i'lj+- 1) yield partitions of 

2p?jt- 1 if and only if i'IF 1. In this case, 

and 

Proof. As outlined in [15] and in Section 2.1, since the p-core of a weight two partition of 

(2p'ljt- l) has one row, we consider an abacus display with (2p'ljt- l) beads. 

We first show that = (i, i) is only a partition of (2p'ljt- 1) if i'lj;=. 1. Recall that the notation 

(i, i) indicates that there are two weight one beads in the ith runner of the abacus. We con

sider two cases. In the first , we suppose that the empty position above these two weight one beads 

lies in the second row. After, we consider the possibility that this empty position lies in the first row. 

Suppose the empty position above the two weight one beads lies in the second row. We con

sider positions of beads that would yield the smallest possible value in the partition. In this 

way, there are beads in the positions {O, 1, 2, ... ,p'ljt- (i'l/r 1)}, which do not contribute to the par

tition. There are also beads in the positions {p'ljt- (i'I/Jr- 1), ... , (2p'lj+- 1), (2p'I/Jr- i), (3p'ljt- i)}. The 

corresponding partition is (p?jt-i,i?/t-1, 1p-i-1 ). Since this is a partition of (2p?jt- l), we require that 

(p'ljt- i) + (i'l/t-1) + (p'lj+- i'l/r 1)(1) = 2p'ljt- l. Notice that this holds if and only if i¥ 1, the smallest 

possible value for i. Notice that if we relax the assumption that the beads are in the positions to 
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yield the smallest possible value in the partition, the value of i'ljwould need to be smaller, which 

cannot occur. 

Now, we consider the possibility that the empty position for the two weight one nodes lie in 

the first row. In this case, the two weight one nodes are in the positions (2pt/f- i) and (pt/+- i). There 

can be only (i'l/r 1) many beads that do not contribute to the partition. We fill in the remaining 

beads in order to make the corresponding entry in the partition as small as possible. In this way, 

there can be beads in the positions {(i'l/t--1), ... , (p'ltf- i'l/r 2), (p'ltf- i), ... , (2p'ljr 1), (2p'ljt- i)}. The first 

(p'ljr 2) of these correspond to values of one in the partition. The next (p?/r i) correspond to values 

of two in the partition, and the bead at (2p'ljt- i) corresponds to i. There remains two beads, say 

that these beads correspond to values x'ljand y. Here since these last two beads lie in the third 

row, x, y~ 2. Therefore, we have the partition (i, x, y, 2P-i, F-2
). For this to be a partition of 

(2p'ljt- l), i'ljt- x'ljt-y'l/Jr-- 2(p'ljr i) + (p'ljr 2) = 2p'ljt- l, or p'ljt- x'ljt-y'ljr i'l/r 2 = 0. Since x,y~ 2, this 

indicates t hat p'ljt- 4 :S i'ljt- 2 or p'ljt- 2 :Si. Since 1 :S i'I/£ p?/r 1, we have reached a contradiction and 

(i'ljt- x'ljt- y'ljt- 2(p?/r i) + (p'ljr 2)) will exceed 2p'ljt- 1. Since the beads were placed to make the values 

in the partition as small as possible, there does not exist such a partition. 

Therefore, (p'ltf- 1, 2, lP-2 ) is the only partition with abacus display of the form (i, i) for any 1 :S 

i'I/£ p'ljr 1. The argument for = (i, i?/r 1) and = (i'l/r 1) follows a similar argument. □ 

Notice that S'ljJ = (p'ltf-1, lP) is a hook partition of (2p'ljt- l) and is therefore irreducible. Thus, S'ljJ 

is a Specht module with trivial source. We show that S'ljJ and S'ljJ do not have trivial source. 

Theorem 4.2.2. The Specht modules S'ljJ and S'ljJ do not have trivial source. 

Proof. Suppose to the contrary that S'ljJ has trivial source. By Lemma 4.2.1, = (pt/f-1, 2, lP-2 ). 

Since S'ljJ has trivial source with vertex Gp x Gp, by Lemma 2.2.1, there exists r, s1,Buch that 
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for r, s'lfeven such that r, s'1/£_ 0. Then, 

By Mackey's Theorem and Lemma 2.2.3, 

5(p-s,l8)) tI:2p+1 -h2P ~ (/f(p-r ,F) 5(p-s,l8)) tI:2p EB (/f(p-r ,F) 
\ I:pXI:p-1 \ 

EB (s(p-r ,F) 5(p-s,l8))f tI:2p 

tXI:p 

= 5>-r-1(s+l) tI:2p EB S>-r(s+l) tI:2p EB SAs-1(r+l) tI:2p EB S>-s(r+l) tI:2p 

EB ( 5(p-r ,F) 

By Theorems 4.1.5 and 4.1.6, 

(s(p-r ,F) 5(p-s ,l8))I:2p+1 -h2p ~ 5>-r-1(s+ l) tI:2p EB S>-r(s+l) tI:2p 

EB 5>-s-1(r+l) tI:2p EB S>-s(r+l) tI:2p EB U'l/JB AjJ 

where U'ljis as in Theorem 4.1.5 if r# s'ljand is as in Theorem 4.1.6 otherwise. Further, P'ljis 

projective. By branching rules, 

Let M'lj<lenote the first summand. By [8, Theorem 3.4], M'ljjs indecomposable. Since S'ljJ has 

vertex Gp x Gp, and it has trivial source, S'ljJ -h2P has a summand with vertex Gp x Gp . Since 

(p'ljt- 1, 2, lP-3 ) is not a weight two partition, it cannot have vertex Gp x Gp and it follows that M'ljJ 

has vertex Gp x Gp, and is not a summand of P. 

Since (p'ljt- 1, 1p-l) and (p, 2, lP-2 ) cannot both arise as factors from a single weight one parti

tion of L.2p-l induced up to L.2p, M'ljjs not a summand of any of the terms: 5>-r-i(s+ l) tI:2P, 
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Let us first consider the case where r'# s. As in Theorem 4.1.5, U'ljis indecomposable and there

fore, M'lj;= U. Notice that M'l/J.,r,2 1 has Specht factors corresponding to the partitions included in P_ 

M = {(p, lP-1 ), (p'ljt- 1, lP-2 ), (p'lj;- 1, 2, lP-2 ), (p, lP-1 ), (p, 2, lP-3 )}, by branching rules. Further, 

2notice that Ap- 2 (1) = (p'ljt- 1, lP- ), .\0 (p'lj;- 1) = (p'lj;- 1, 2, F-2 ) and Ap- 2 (2) = (p'lj;- 1, 2, lP-3 ). 

Therefore, 

Recall that as in the proof of Theorem 4.1.5, 

where P 2 is projective. In particular, this indicates that 

Since we found that it must be the case that M'lj;= U, we have 

However, we see that this is not compatible with the Specht factors of M. For 5>-p- 2 ( 
1) to be of the 

form 5>-r(s+l)' 5>-r-i(s+l)' 5>-s(r+l) or 5>-s-i(r+l) where r, s'lj1re even, we would require r'lj;=. p'lj;- 1 and 

s'lj;=. 0. However, notice that 5>-s(r+l) = 5>-o(P) not included in the list of possible Specht factors of 

M'l/J.,r,
2 1

• Further, 5>-o(p-l) and 5>-p- 2 ( 
2 ) are possible Specht factors of M, but are not in the formP_ 

5>-r(s+l) nor 5>-r-i(s+l) since p'lj;- 1, 2 are even values while r'ljt- 1, s'ljt- 1 are odd. Therefore, we have 

reached a contradiction and it cannot be the case that U'lj;= M. 
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Now we consider the case where r'lj;= s. That is, 

Here nfos even. Then, by Mackey's Theorem and Theorem 4.1.6, 

Where U'ljis not necessarily indecomposable and P'ljis projective. From the previous discussion, we 

must have M IU. Recall from the proof of Theorem 4.1.6, 

where P3 is projective. Therefore, 

Since M'ljbas vertex Gp x Gp, M'l/J.,r,2P_ 1 has a summand with vertex Gp. That is, 

or 

Recall that the partitions corresponding to the Specht factors of M'lj,are contained in 

Notice that none of these Specht factors are of the form Ar-i(r'l,lt-1) or Ar(r'l,lt-1). Therefore, we 

have reached a contradiction. 

It follows that S'ljJ does not have trivial source. It is a similar argument to show that S'ljJ does 

not have trivial source. □ 
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We are now ready to prove Theorem 1.0.4. For reference, Theorem 1.0.4 is restated below. 

Theorem 1.0.4. Let >.'ljhe a weight two partition of 2p'ljt- 1. Then, the Specht module, s>- has trivial 

source if and only ifs>- is irreducible. 

Proof. Let >.'I/De a partition of (2p'ljt- 1). By [15, Lemma 3.3], if >.ws not one of the partitions 

= (i, i), = (i, i'lj+- 1) or = (i'I/+- 1), for any 1 :S: i1/l5: p'lj+- 1, then there exists a unique par

tition >.'ljnf 2p'ljsuch that >.'ljis Scopes equivalent to >.. By Lemma 3.1.1, s>- has trivial source if 

and only if S{/J has trivial source. By Corollary 1.0.2, if µws a weight two partition and Sµ is of 

trivial source, then Sµ is irreducible. Furthermore, it was determined by Corollary 1.0.3 that the 

only weight two partitions corresponding to irreducible Specht modules are the partitions (2p) and 

( 12P). Let >.'I/De a weight two partition of 2p'ljt- 1, not equal to , or , such that s>- has trivial 

source, then >.'lfenust be the partitions (2p) or (12P). For >.w,o be such that)..~ {(2p), (12P)} then 

)..'ljE_ {(2p'ljt- l), (2p, 1), (2, 12P-1 ), (1 2P+ 1 )}. Notice that (2p, 1) and (2, 12P-1 ) are not weight two 

partitions of 2p'ljt- 1, therefore cannot be >.. It follows that if >.1).s not , or where s>- has trivial 

1source, then )..'ljf_ {(2p'ljt- l), (1 2P+ )}. Notice that these are irreducible. 

Now we consider the possibility that s>- has trivial source where >.~ { , , }. Lemma 4.2.1 

defines the partitions and explicitly. By Theorem 4.2.2, S'ljJ and S'ljJ do not have trivial 

source. As stated following the proof of Theorem 4.2.2, is a hook partition, therefore S'ljJ is 

irreducible. This completes the proof. □ 

4.2.2 The case where p'lfa=- 3 

It remains to find the Specht modules corresponding to weight two partitions of 2p'ljt- 1 of trivial 

source. When p'lj?=. 3, using Magma [2], we find that the only Specht modules with trivial source 

for F3"f..7 of weight two partitions are those that are irreducible. See the Appendix, Section A.l for 

an example of the Magma code. 
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Chapter 5 

Further Directions 

It seems that a new approach is needed to classify the Specht modules corresponding to weight 

two partitions of 2p'ljt- £, for 1 < £ < p, of trivial source, or more generally, arbitrary weight 

two blocks. Scopes equivalence guarantees that if >.'ljis a weight two partition of (2p'ljt- £) where 

)..1fif_ { (i'ljl- 1), (i, i), (i, i'ljl- 1) }, then there exists a unique partition of 2p'ljt-£'ljl-- 1, say >-, such that >.'ljJ 

and .\'lj1re Scopes equivalent[15, Lemma 3.3]. We were able to use this Lemma to extend our results 

of r.2p to r.2p+l · However, we also employed the fact that there are only two irreducible Specht 

modules corresponding to weight two partitions of 2p; this is not generally the case. Additionally, 

if )..~ { ( i'ljl- 1), ( i, i), ( i, i'ljl- 1)}, then there is not a .\'ljt,,hat is Scopes equivalent to >., so these three 

cases would require separate attention. 

Another question that has not been resolved is whether one can predict which Specht modules 

of Fifin corresponding to weight one partitions have trivial source when p'lj?=. 3. The corresponding 

result for p~ 5 proved in Chapter 3, relied on the fact that Ext(5µ, 5µ) = 0 for p >1[,!, [10]; it is 

not known if this holds when p'lj?=. 3. 

Finally, more work can be done to consider the case when p'lj;=. 2. Using Magma [2], we find 

12that 5(3 , ) is an indecomposable, non-irreducible Specht module of trivial source, where (3, 12 ) 

12is of weight two. The vertex of 5(3 , ) is C2 x C2 ~ L.2 x L.2. Therefore, by the definition of the 

source of a module, 
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12That is, 5(3, ) is a direct summand of the permutation module, Af(2,2, 1) . However, the indecom

12posable summands of M>. are Young modules. Therefore, we find that 5(3 , ) is a Young module. 

We can then formulate the hypothesis: 

Conjecture 5.0.1. When p'lj;= 2, the only indecomposable, non-irreducible Specht modules corre

sponding to weight two partitions of trivial source are Young modules. 
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Part II 

On the Endomorphism Ring of the 

Lie Module 
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Chapter 6 

Introduction 

The Lie Module of the symmetric group emerges in several branches of mathematics. For example, 

as mentioned in [4], the Lie module arises as the top degree homology of the configuration space 

tensored by the sign representation. Further, values of the complex character relate to combinatorics 

of standard Young tableau, as stated below. 

Theorem 6.0.1. /13, Corollary 8.10} Let i, n /he relatively prime integers. The multiplicity of the 

character x>- of L.r in the Lie representation of degree n/is equal to the number of standard tableaux 

of shape >.'lj,and of major index congruent to i'ljmodulo r. 

For a description of the properties of the Lie module, as well as a basis for the space, please refer to 

the Appendix of [3]. In particular, we note that t he Lie module is free over F¥ir-l, with dimension 

(r'I/+- 1)!, regardless of the characteristic of the field. We seek to understand Endn:r(Lie(r)), in 

particular, we analyze its dimension, determine if t his is also independent of the characteristic of 

F'lj;and find a closed form formula for special values of r. This project will hopefully be of further 

importance when addressing future questions concerning the Lie Module. In particular, we were 

motivated by a conjecture posed by Doty and Douglass in [7]. Before stating the main result and 

conjecture of [7], we briefly provide a construction of the Lie Module and introduce the notation 

that is used. 

Let be an r-cycle in L.r, and let H'lj,denote the subgroup of L.r generated by . Let F'lj)be a 

field of characteristic p such that Pi/contains a primitive rth root of unity, w. We let !J denote the 
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idempotent of F H'lj,given by 

iJ = ~ t fwj)-i i, 
rw=\ 

for 1 :S: j'l/£;: r. The module iJPifir of Fifi..r affords the representation Ind~(wJ) and 

When (r, j) = 1, wJ is a primitive rth root of unity and by [13, Corollary 8. 7], Ind~ (wJ) ~ Lie(r), 

where Lie(r) denotes the Lie module of Fifi..r- In particular, this indicates that for (r, j) = 1, 

Let Tl/J(Fip) denote the rth tensor power of Fip and let L(Fn) denote the free Lie algebra. We let 

Ln,r = L(Fn) n T{/J(Fi);, the homogeneous Lie polynomials of degree r; the Lie module, Lie(r), is 

the image of Ln,r under the classical Schur functor [7]. In [7, Corollary 2.3], the authors prove that 

(Ffi',Ln(Fi);, Ln,r, fiFifi..rfi) satisfies Schur-Weyl duality whenever the characteristic of F'ljexceeds r. 

That is, if Ffi',Ln(Fi); denotes the endomorphisms of Ln,r induced by FGLn(Fi};, and fiFifi..rfi the 

endomorphisms on Ln,r induced by the action of fiFifi..rfi, then 

By studying fJFifi..riJ more carefully, we hope to gain insight into the remaining case. That is, 

if (FGLn(Fi);, Ln,r, fiFifi..rfi) satisfies Schur-Weyl duality when the characteristic of Pi/x.J.oes not 

exceed r, but the characteristic of F'lj,does not divider. 

From Theorem 6.0.1, we find that the dimension of JiCY:,rfi = Endnr (Lie(r)) is related to stan

dard Young tableaux for partitions of r. In [7], Doty and Douglass conjecture that this is also 

the case for the dimension of fiFifi..rfi- It follows nicely from Proposition 11.30 in [5] that the 

dimension of fJFifi..riJ does not depend on the characteristic of the field, provided that Plj,eontains 

a primitive rth root of unity. In [5, Proposition 11.30], Curtis and Reiner provide a basis for ePGe'ljJ 
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where e'lfis a certain idempotent, and P is a subfield of C as follows : 

Theorem 6.0.2. /5, Proposition 11.30} Let G'lj}Je a group. Restrict the base field P to be a subfield 

of the complex numbers, such that P is a splitting field for G'ljn,nd all its subgroups. Let H1/;5: G'ljJ 

- 1and let be a linear character of H'lj;so e'lj;=. IHl I: (h- 1 )h'ljis the central idempotent in PH'ljJ 
hEH 

which corresponds to Let H\G/ H'lj;= {Dih<i<m where Di = HxiH'I/Jfor 1 :S: i1/;5: m. Let 

J'lj;= {j'l/J 1 :s: j'I/J5: m, Xj on H'if]1 xi H} and define aj = IH'l/J xi H'if]1 Hlexje , for j'ljE_ J. Then 

{ajho is a basis for e/tGe . 

The proof of Theorem 6.0.2 holds when the base field, F, has nonzero characteristic, provided 

that the characteristic of F'lj,does not divide IHI . Note that since IH'I/J xkH'l/f1 HI divides IHI , the 

value of IH'l/J. xk H'if]1 HI is nonzero in F . Let ('lj;. H'ljJ= ( ) --+ F'lj)be the linear character where 
r 

- 1(( ) = (wJ). Then, notice that Jj = ¾I: (wJ)-i i = IHl I: ((h-1 )h. Therefore, if the field 
i = l hEH 

contains a primitive rth root of unity, the analogue of Theorem 6.0.2 provides a basis for fjFi/irh · 

That is, a basis of JjFifirfj is {ak}kEJ, where J'lj;= {j'l/J 1 :S: j'I/J5: m,xi( = ('lj§Jn H'l/f1xiH}. Then, 

dim(fjFi/irh) = Ill , which is independent of the characteristic of F'lj)This gives us Corollary 6.0.3, 

verifying the suggestion in [7] . 

Corollary 6.0.3. The dimension of JjFifirfj is independent of the characteristic of F'ljJ provided 

that F'ljJcontains an rth root of unity. 

Theorems 8.8 and 8.9 in [13] give the dimension of JjCf..rfj in terms of the number of standard 

Young tableau with major index congruent to j'ljrnodulo r. We will explain what this means more 

carefully; first, we define the major index of a standard Young tableau. A number, i, is a descent of 

a standard Young tableau, t , if (i'l/:t 1) lies in a row below i. Let 'D(t) denote the set of all descents 

oft, then the major index oft, maj(t), is, 

maj(t) = I:{i. 
iE'D(~ 

Example 6.0.4. Consider the standard Young tableau, t defined below: 
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t=w243 5 
6 

Then, 'D(t) = {2,4,5} and maj(t) = 11. 

Furthermore, we let {SY'ljI'~j h f--- r be the set of standard Young tableau of major index congruent 

to j'lj(mod r). By applying Corollary 6.0 .3 to Theorems 8.8 and 8.9 in [13], we obtain Corollary 

6.0.5 as follows: 

Corollary 6.0.5. Provided that F ljxontains a primitive rth root of unity, the dimension of JjFip..rfj 

is 

This gives further motivation to the study of JjFifiriJ ; if we are able to better understand the 

dimension of fj Fifir fj , we have insight into the quanity I: ISY'IJI'~) 2 
. 

.>- f---r 

Let {Ti}i EP be a complete set of double coset representatives; by Theorem 6.0.2, a subset of this 

corresponds to a basis of fjFifirh· Our goal is to determine the number of double coset repre

sentatives such that JjTkJj -=I- 0. To do so, we construct and analyze a basis for Endn:r(JJFifir) , 

which then gives a basis of fjFifiriJ according to the isomorphism JjFifiriJ ~ Endn:r(JJFifi..r)

This process yields Theorem 6.0.6. 

Theorem 6.0.6. Let O:S: j'l/£: r'lj+- l. Let {Ti}i EP be a set of H \ "f..rl H I/representatives. Further, let 

0 < ki :S: n /_denote the smallest number such that H ( -k;Ti k;) = H Ti - Define 

Then JjTdj = 0 if and only if i'ljf K . 

In Chapter 7, we construct a basis for fjFifirfj which is independent of the characteristic of F'ljJ 

proving Theorem 6.0.6 (also providing a second proof of Corollary 6.0 .3). We then use this basis 
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in Chapter 8 to compute the dimension of JjF¥lrfj for special cases of r. Namely, we calculate the 

dimension of JjF¥lriJ when r'lj;J=. pk for some prime p, or when r'lj;J=. pq'ljf.or p'I/I=- q'ljprime. 

In [7], Doty and Douglass reduce the hypothesis that (Ffl,Ln(Fi);, Ln,r, fiF¥lrfi) satisfies Schur

Weyl duality when the characteristic of F'ljJ.J.oes not exceed r, but the characteristic of F'ljJ.J.oes not 

divide r, to the following conjecture involving the permutation module M'ljJ of F¥lr, where is a 

partition of r. 

Conjecture 6.0. 7 (Problem 4.6 [7]). Let , be partitions of r . There exists a combinatorially 

defined basis for Homfif"£rfi (M Ji, M Ji) and hence dim(HomfifI:rfi (M Ji , M Ji)) does not de

pend of the field F'ljJ 

In Chapter 9, we show an example which explores Conjecture 6.0.7 for a small value of r. 
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Chapter 7 

Construction of the Basis 

7.1 Preliminary Results 

Recall that H'lj;= ( ). In Theorem 6.0.6 we are interested in values of b /mch that H( -k(J''lj}) = H(J'. 

To facilitate portions of the proof, we notice that the subgroup H'l/,ltcts on right coset representatives 

of H?jpJy conjugation. This group action is denoted as, HmjJ = H( - 1mjJ). In the fo llowing Lemma, 

we prove that this group action is well defined. 

Lemma 7.1.1. Consider the group action of H'lj,on right coset representatives of H'ljhy conjugation. 

This action is well defined. 

Proof. First note that this operation satisfies the properties of a group action; we verify that it 

is well defined. Let (]'1, (]'2 be elements of L.r such that H (]'1 = H (]'2. Since H'lj;= ( ) , this indicates 

that there exists t'lfe;uch that t (]'1 = (]'2 . Conjugating with s yields: -s ( t (]'1 ) s = -s (]'2 s. It 

8fo llows that t( -s(J'l ) = -s(J'2 8, and therefore, 

□ 

By considering the orbit of H'lf!n an element of H\r.r, say H (]', we obtain a condition on the smallest 

nonzero number, k, such that H (J''ljJ k = H (]'. 

Lemma 7 .1. 2. Let k'ljhe the smallest positive integer such that H (J''ljJ k = H (J' , then k'lj_divides r . 

Proof. Let k?jpJe the smallest positive integer such that H (J''ljJ k = H (J', then {H (J''ljJ m }~=l is the 
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orbit of the action of H'lj;=. ( ) on H(J', given by Lemma 7.1.1. Furthermore, l{Hmµ m}~=l l = k . 

Since the order of an orbit divides the order of the group, and IHI = r, k'ljclivides r . □ 

It will be helpful to simplify terms in the form Jj k for some k. By applying the definition of Jj, 

we obtain Lemma 7.1.3. 

r 
Lemma 7.1.3. Let Jj = ¾i~Jwj)-i i where w'lj,denotes a primitive rth root of unity and is an 

r-cycle. Then for any k , Jj kl (wJ)kfj -

As discussed, to prove Theorem 6.0.6, we create a basis of Endn:r (fjF~r) . This is featured in 

Theorem 7.2.1. For ease of notation, let Ia denote a maximal subset of {1, 2, .. . , r} such that each 

element of {!j ( -sm/f )} sEia is distinct . Also, let 

7.2 Proof of Theorem 6.0.6 

Before beginning the proof of Theorem 6.0.6, we construct a basis for Endn:,r(JJF~r) - Theorem 

6.0.6 will follow from this construction. 

Theorem 7.2.1. Let {Ti}iEP be a complete set of H\"f..rl H'lj;representatives. Let P = {i?tE Afr. 

Proof. First, we find a basis for JjF~r - Suppose that (]'1, (]'2 E L.r such that (]'1 = t(J'2 for some 

t. Then, by Lemma 7.1.3, Jj(J'1 = Jj t(J'2 = (wJ)i Jj(J'2 . Therefore, if (]'1, (]'2 are in the same H\"f..r 

coset, then fj(J'l and fj(J'2 are F-multiples. Further, if (]'1 and (]'2 are distinct coset representatives 

of H\"f..r, then the group elements appearing in Jj(J'1 are distinct from those in Jj(J'2 . It follows that 

a basis for JjF~r is given by, {!j(J'il(J'i E H\"f..r }. 

Let cp?tE Endn:r (fjF~r ), and let TI/JE L.r. Then, cp(fjT) = cp(fj )T . Therefore, cp'lj,is completely 

determined by the image of Jj . Furthermore, by Lemma 7.1.3, Jj k = (wJ)k Jj, and so 
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From this requirement we prove that if Jj(J''ljis a term that appears in rp(fj), then Jj( -km/i) is 

also a term that appears in r.p(Jj) for all k. If Jj(J''ljis a summand of rp(fj), Jj(m/i) is a summand 

of r.p(Jj) k = (wJlrp(Jj) . That is, (wJ)-kJj(m/i) is a summand of r.p(Jj). From Lemma 7.1.3, 

(wJ)-k Jj = Jj -k, so (wJ)-k Jj(mj}) = Jj( -km/i). Therefore, if Jjmfos a summand of rp(Jj ), then 

Jj( -km/i) must also be a summand of rp(fj)- This holds for all k. 

Our goal is to construct a basis of Endn:r (fjF~r) as B {r.pw} where {Ti} are distinct coset 

representatives of H\Lar . 

Let m/be a coset representative of H\"2:,r· We consider the endomorphism, rp'!)J. There are sev

eral cases to consider. In the first two cases, we assume that H mjJ -=I=- H(]' . In the third, we 

consider the case where HmjJ = Hm/J__here the group action is given by Lemma 7.1.1) . 

Case 1 : In this case, suppose that H m/J -=I=- H(J' , but there exists 2 :S: k < n,lmch that H m/J k = H(]'. 

Let k'lj_denote the smallest such integer. Then there exists t'lfeuch that, -km;} = t(J' . By Lemma 

7.1.2, k'l)tlivides r, let r I k'lj;J=. n. We consider the possible values oft . 

Sub-Case 1: First, we consider values of t'lfeuch that t~ 0 (mod (r!(r,j))) . Since -km;} = t(J', 

for any s , -skmµsk = st (]'. Letting s'lj;=. n, and since r'lj;=. nk , -nkmµnk = (J''lj;= nt(J'. It follows 

that 1 = nt. Therefore, nt'ljE. 0 ( mod r), and since r'lj;=. kn, t'ljE. 0 ( mod k) . As previously stated, 

we currently assume that t~ 0 (mod (r!(r,j))). 

Let = r I (r, j), and /( , t) . Let O :S: q < b /.and define Cq = {Jj( -(sk+q)mµ( sk+q))}s~J. 

Notice that Cq is a full list of the distinct elements of {ij( -(sk+q)mp k+q)}~:-J- . Further, if q1 -=I=- q2 , 

Cq1 and Cq2 are disjoint. 
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Consider values of the function <py.J. Partitioning {ij( -s(Y snsEI,,. using {Cq}!=o, 

Therefore, since -km/i = t<Y, 

k-1 -1 

c.pY-J(Jj) = I: I: Jj( mt -qmpq)) ( 
q=O m=O 
k-1 -1 

= I: I: (wj)mt Jj ( -q(Y~q)) ( 
q=O m=O 

= 
k-1 
I: /;( -,a,P') m~~(((wi)'r)V(

q=O 

Since w'ljis a primitive rth root of unity, (wJ) is a primitive = r/(r,j)th root of unity. Since 

t'#- 0 (mod (r I (r, j))), (wJ)i -1- 1 is a primitive th root of unity where we recall that = / ( ,t). 
-1 

Therefore, I: ((wJ)i)m = 0, which holds regardless of the characteristic of the field. Therefore, in 
m=O 

this sub-case, c.pY-J(Jj) = 0 and thus, <pY-J = 0. 

Sub-Case 2: Now, suppose that k?);s the smallest positive integer such that H CY~ k = H CY. Further, 

in this sub-case we assume -k<Y~k = tmjwhere t'l/J= 0 (mod (r!(r,j))). Note that this includes 

the case where j'lj?=. r. 

The orbit of the action of H'lj,on H CY'ljis given by {H mj; m}~=l, where each element is distinct. 

Therefore, for ms f- mi where 0 :S: mi, ms :S: k'lj;-1, HCY~ mi f- HCY~ ms, and so {ij( -m(Y~mn~-2-0 

is a complete list of the distinct elements of {ij( -m<Y~m)}~2-0. Then, 

Each element of { -m<Y~m}~-2-o lies in a distinct H\"f..r coset. Therefore, there exists a basis of 

JjPifir such that {Jj( -m<Y~m)}~-2-o is a subset of this basis. Then, c.pY-J(Jj) is a sum where each 

summand is a distinct basis element of JjPifir with coefficient one. 
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Case 2: In the second case, we consider the possibility that there does not exist 1 :S k < r'ljJ 

such that H(J''lj; k = H(J'. That is, each element of { -k(J''l/JkH:=l lies in a distinct H\"f..r coset. 

Thus, {Jj( -k(J''l/Jk)H:= is a subset of a basis of JjPifir. Then, with respect to a basis that is an1 

extension of {Jj ( -k(J''l/Jk) H:=1 , 

c.pyl.Jj) = I: Jj ( -S (]''I/JS) = I:
r 

Jj ( -S (J' S). 
sEla s = l 

That is, c.pyl.Jj) is a sum where each summand is a distinct basis element of JjPi/ir with coefficient 

one. 

Case 3: In the last case, we suppose that H(J''lj; = H(J'. Then, for alls, H(J''lj; s = H(J'. Since 

H(J''lj; = H(J', there exists 1 :St< n/4,uch that - 1(J''ljJ = tm/J.or some t'l/E_ 0. Let s'lfr>e the smallest 

positive number such that st'ljE. 0 (mod (r!(r,j))). In this case, {Jj( -m(J''ljJm)};5;20 is a complete, 

distinct list of elements of {Jj( -m(J''ljJm)}~= O· Then 

By Lemma 7.1.3, 

If s'lj;= 1 then t'ljE O (mod (r I (r, j))) and c.pyl.__J) = f (J'. There exists a basis of JjPi/ir such that 

{ij(J'} is a subset of this basis. 

Fors >1/Jl, t# 0 (mod (r!(r,j))). Since st'lj,E O (mod (r!(r,j))) and wj is an (r/(r,j))th 
s-1 

root of unity, (wJ)l f- 1 is an sth root of unity. Therefore, I: ((wJ)l)m = 0 and 
m = O 
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This holds regardless of the characteristic of the field. 

Using these three cases, we can construct a basis for Endn:r (fjF~r). Let m/JJe a coset representa

tive of H\"f..r. Then by the previous cases, it is either the case that cp'!)J is zero, or the summands 

{Jj( -m(J' m)}mEI form a linearly independent subset of JjF~r-

Let Bi = { ( -kTi k) hEir- for i'lj.£ P'lj)and let Bi denote the list of cosets that are represented
" 

by elements in Bi. We can also think of Bi as the orbit of HTi- Since the orbits of a group action 

are either equal or disjoint, then it is the case that either Bi and Bs are equal or disjoint. 

Let a'lj;= (a1, a2, ... , am), where ai E P, be a list such that if cp't/.i -=I- 0 for i'lj,E Aµthen Ti Tan 

some 1 :S: n'l/£ m. We claim that {cp:ik)~1 is a basis for Endn:,r (fjF~r ). 

First, we show that {cp:ik)~ 1 spans Endn:r(JJF~r)- Since for every i, s, Bas and Bai are distinct 

lists of cose~ repr~sentatives, there e:~sts akbasis of JjF~r such that Ut'i{Jj( -kTai k)}kEirai is~ 

subset of this basis, say (ut'l {Jj( Tai )}kElrai) p{ijTbJiEJ· Let~ Endn:r(JJF~r)- Previ

ously, we proved that if Jj(J'~S a summand of cp(Jj), ~hen Jj( -k(J'~) must also be a summand of 

cp(Jj) for all k. Thus, 01f1.s in the form 

0(Jj) = ~ Ci (~I:(f1( -kTa, k)) ( I:_ Ci (tI:(f1( 
i - 1 Ir' iEJ Elr\ 
m

iE Ci 'PWa, U1) + if1('P¾!, U1) · 

Let i'ljf J, then Tbi belongs to some double coset. Suppose to the contrary that Tbi E H TakH'lfo.or some 

1 :S: k'l/£: m. It follows that Tbi = 8 Tak t for some s, t. Therefore, -(s+t)Tbi = -tTak t_ Hence, 

H Tbi = H Tak · t which contradicts the assumption that both JjTbi and Jj ( -tTak t) are elements 

of a basis for JjF~r; since Tbi and -tTak t represent the same H\"f..r coset, JjTbi and Jj( -tTak t) 

are not independent in JjF~r- Therefore, for i'ljf J, Tbi represents a double coset which is distinct 
m 

from those represented by {TaJ&=1, and thus, <p¾J = 0. It follows that 0(Jj) = I: Ci'PWa (Jj). It 
i ii = l 
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m 
remains to show that {cpu'J}~1 is independent. Let {ci} be such that I: Ci<p:W,, = 0. It follows that, 

i = l " 

Since {ij( -kTai k)}i,k is a subset of a basis of JjPifir, it is the case that Ci = 0 for all i. This 

completes the proof. □ 

From the proof of Theorem 7.2.1 we obtain the following result. 

Corollary 7.2.2. Let {Ti}iEP be a set of H\"f..rl H'lj,xl,ouble coset representatives. Then 'PW= 0 ex

actly when there exists bfeuch that H Ti · k = H Ti , and -kTi k = tTi where t'#- 0 (mod (r I (r, j))). 

Since JjFW..rfj ~ Endn:r(JJFW..r), the basis constructed in Theorem 7.2.1 leads to a basis of 

8Proposition 7.2.3. Let 'PW be given by, 'PW(iJ) = I: fj( -sTi ) , further, let {cpw,,)~ 1 be 
sEITi 

the constructed basis of Endn,r (fjF¥1..r) as in the proof of Theorem 7.2.1. A basis of fjFW..rfj is 

{JjTaJj }~1 · 

Proof. Let : Endn:r(JJFW..r) ➔ fjFW..riJ be the isomorphism given by (cp) = cp(Jj)Jj. If 

'PW E {cpw,,)~ 1 , then, 

By the definition of fj and Lemma 7.1.3, Jj -s = (wJ)-s Jj and s Jj = (wj)s fj - Therefore, 

In the proof of Theorem 7.2.1, for the elements Tai such that <pW,, f=- 0, IIT£ 1divides r. Since the 
' 

characteristic of F'lj;does not divider, there exists an inverse of IIT£ 1in F'lj) Therefore, a basis of 

By applying Proposition 7.2.3 and Corollary 7.2.2, we obtain Theorem 6.0.6 as restated below. 

Theorem 6.0.6. Let 1 :S j'l/J5: r. Let {Ti}iEP be a set of H\"f..rl H'lj;representatives. Further, let 
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0 < ki :S: n /_denote the smallest number such that H ( -k;Ti k;) = H Ti - Define 

Then fJTdj = 0 if and only if i'ljf K . 

7.3 Examples of this Construction 

The process of constructing a basis for EndfiFI:4 (!1F~4) and then a basis for fiF~4fi is shown in 

Example 7.3.1. 

Example 7.3.1. We provide an example of computing dim(EndJjFI:r (fjF~r)) for r'ljJ=. 4 and j'ljJ=. 1. 

Let = (1 2 3 4), and let H jJbe a field that contains a primitive 4th root of unity. We first 

have the identity endomorphism, denoted 1. To consider additional endomorphism, we select 

(1 4) E r.4 and consider rp7fi 4). Notice, { -k(l 4) k}k=1 = {(1 2) , (2 3), (3 4), (1 4)} where each 

element is in a distinct ( )\r.4 coset. Therefore, with respect to a basis that is an extension of 

{!1 (1 2) , Ji (2 3), Ji (3 4), Ji (1 4)}, 

Next, we find an element of r.4 that is not in any of the cosets that are already represented. In par

ticular, we find that (1 3) rf_ ( k?fo.or (J''ljE_ {(1 2) , (2 3), (3 4), (1 4)}. Thus, we analyze the endomor

phism rp7fi 3). Notice that, { -k(l 3) k}k=1 = {(13) , (2 4)}. Here , (2 4) E ( )(13) , in particular, 

(2, 4) = 2 (1, 3). Therefore, with respect to the basis of fiF~4, {Ji, Ji (1 2), Ji (2 3), Ji (3 4), Ji (1 4), Ji (1 3)}, 

Since Ji 2 = w 2Ji , 
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/

Since w'lfos a primitive 4th root of unity, w2 is a primitive 2nd root of unity. Thus, 1 + w2 = 0, and 

Therefore, 

To further show the difference in dimension for different values of j , we consider liJF~5fJI for j 'lj?=. 2 

and j 'lj?=. 3 in Example 7.3.2. 

Example 7.3.2. We consider iJF~5fJ for different values of j . 

Let w'ljbe a primitive 6th root of unity, let = (1 2 3 4 5 6) . Using Magma [2], we determine: 

lfiF~5fil = 22, lhF~6hl = 22, and lhF~6hl = 24. For an example of the Magma code, please 

refer to the Appendix (Section A.2) . 

Differences in dimension appear with the H\ r..r/ H'ljdouble coset representatives (1 3)(2 6) and 

(1 6) (2 5) (3 4) , as we see below. 

6 
Let j 'lj;= 2, then h = gI: rw2 )-i i_ Let (J''lj;= (1 3) (2 6) , then - 2(J"ljJ2 = 2(]' . It follows that 

h( -2 (J"l;J ) = h( 2(}') ~ =(~2)2h(J'. Further , -4(J"l/i = 4(J''lj_so that h( -4(}' 4) = h( 4(}') = 

(w2)4f2(J' . Therefore, 

rpy,(h) = I: { 2( -s(J"I / )sE\ 
= (h(J"I/+- h( - 2(J"lj} ) +h( - 4(J"lj} )) + (.(2 ( - l(J"I/J) +h( -3 (J"lj} ) +h( - 5(J"lj} )) ( 

= (h(J"I/+- h( 2(}') + h( 4(}')) + ((2( - 1(}''1/J) + h( 2( - l(J"lj} )) + h( 4( - l(J"/Ji1 )) ) ( 

= h (( + w2 + w4) (J"I/+- h (( + w2 + w4) ( - l(J"I/J). 

Since w'ljis a primit ive 6th root of unity, (w2)2 is a primitive third root of unity. Therefore, 

(1 + (w2) + (w2)2) = 0, which indicates that <pY-J = 0. Thus, h(J'h = 0, and h(J'h does not 
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2

contribute to a basis element of hF¥lrh-

Now let j'l/J=- 3, then h = ff I:
6 

(w3 )-i i_ Let (J''l/J=- (1 3) (2 6), it is still the case that - 2m/} = (]'. 
i = l 

It follows that h( - 2m;J,) = h( 2(]') = (w3 ) 2 h(J''l/J=- h(J'. Therefore, 

The two summands of rp~h) belong to distinct H\"2:,r cosets. Thus, cp'!)J is nonzero in any charac

teristic. It follows that h(J'h contributes a basis element to hF¥lrh-

In the next chapter, we apply properties of the symmetric group, to determine closed form for

mulas for the dimension of JjF¥lrfj for special cases of r. 
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Chapter 8 

Consequences of Theorem 6.0.6 

By applying Theorem 6.0.6, we can form a number of conclusions about iJFifirlJ· One consequence 

of Theorem 6.0.6, is that the dimension of fiFifirh is less than or equal to the dimension of iJFifirfJ 

for any j . 

C oro llary 8 .0.1. Let l :S: j'ljt; r, then dim(J1Fifi..rfi) :S: dim(jJFifiriJ ). 

Proof. We prove that if en/is such that fJ(J'iJ = 0, then fi(J'fi = 0. By Theorem 6.0.6, since 

iJ(J'iJ = 0, then HmjJ k = Hm/J.or some k'lftltnd -km;}= tmjwhere t'#- 0 (mod (r/(r,j))) . Since 

r/(r,j) divides r, this also indicates t hat t'l/Jj. 0 (mod r) . That is, HmjJ k = Hm/f.or some b /and 

-km;}= tmjwhere t'#- 0 (mod r) . By Theorem 6.0.6, fi(J'h = 0. □ 

Corollary 8.0.1 and its proof indicate that if mfos a double coset representative such that fi(J'fi -1- 0, 

then iJ(J' fJ f- 0 for any j~ l. Applying Corollary 6.0 .5, gives us the following result : 

Corollary 8.0.2. Let l :S: j'ljt; r, then 

Another consequence of Theorem 6.0.6 is that frFifirfr has the largest possible dimension as shown 

in Corollary 8.0.3. 

Corollary 8.0.3. Let {(J'i}iEI be a complete set of H\'J:,r/ H'ljxl,ouble coset representatives. Then a 

basis for frFifir fr is Ur(J'dr }iEI • 

Proof. This follows from Theorem 6.0.6, since for all t, t'ljE. 0 (mod r/(r,r)). □ 
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8.1 Notation 

To ease the following arguments, we introduce some notation. Let 

Notice that U% = (/J if and only if t+k and k have different cycle types. Also, for ease of notation, 

let 
r-1 

Uk= UUk-
s=O 

8.2 Preliminary Lemmas 

To determine the dimension of iJFifiriJ for r'ljJ=. pk and r'ljJ=. pq, there are a number of lemmas that 

we will first prove. In particular, we note that U% is a union of double cosets , this is a consequence 

of Lemma 8.2.1. 

Lemma 8.2.1. Let 71/E. Uk for some k, t . Then HTH'l/§_;;_ Uk-

Proof. Since njE. U%, -kn/Jk = tT . Let (J''lj;=. 81 n/J82 be in the double coset HTH. It follows 

that 

That is, (J''ljE_ Uk- □ 

By Lemma 8.2.1, if (J'?p.S such that (J''ljE_ U% where k#=- 1 is the smallest such positive number, then 

We can simplify this for k'lja prime power using Lemmas 8.2.2 and 8.2.3. 

Lemma 8.2.2. Suppose k'ljis the smallest positive number such that (J''ljE_ U% where k >1/l . Then if 

(k, s) = 1, (]'1/Jj Us 

Proof. Suppose to the contrary that (J''ljE_ U% and (J''ljE_ UffJfor some f. Therefore, -km/i = t+k(J' 
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Since (k, s) = 1, there exists a, b1,Buch that ak'lj+- bs'lj?=. 1. It follows that 

Therefore, <Tl/f. Uft+bf-l which is a contradiction. □ 

Lemma 8.2.3. If k1 divides k2 , and Ut is not empty, then Ut ~ Ut for some s. 
2 

Proof. 

Applying Lemmas 8.2.1, 8.2 .2, and 8.2.3 we find that if (J''ljis such that (J''ljE_ U\ p where k'ljis the 

smallest such nonnegative number, then 

Next, we note that if it is the case that H (J' H'ljbas size IHl 2
, which is the largest possible size of a 

double coset, then fj(J'Jj -1- 0. These elements will contribute to the basis of JjFifirfj -

Proof. We prove that if fj(J' Jj = 0 then IH(J'HI <wHl2 . By Theorem 6.0.6, if Jj(J' Jj = 0, there 

exists k'l/,¢ 0 (mod r) such that -km/i = tm/ior some t'lj_E 0 (mod r I (r, j) ). This indicates 

that m//(J'-l = t+k_ Notice that m//(J'-l is not the identity since k# 0 (mod r) . It follows that 

IH'l,ln (J'H(J'- 1 >1/1. Therefore,1 

□ 

Applying Theorem 6.0.6 and the results of this section, it is possible to determine the dimension of 

JjFi/irfj for fixed values of j'ljand r. As an example, we compute the dimension of fiFifigfi. After 

this example, we use the general technique to compute the dimension when r'lj?=. pk and then when 

r'lj?=. pq. 
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Example 8.2.5. We consider the dimension of fiF~gfi. Let (J''ljE_ Lag. Notice that if (J''ljE_ Uk for 

some k, then (J''ljE_ U{ 1 or (J''ljE_ UJ2 for some t 1, t2 by Lemma 7.1.2. We analyze first the number of 

elements in Ui1 and then UJ2 for some t1 , t2 . For (t'I/+- 1) E {1 , 2, 4, 5, 7, 8}, and t+l have the 

same cycle type, and therefore Uf is nonempty. Let t'I/De such that Uf is nonempty. Since is a 

9-cycle, the number of elements in Uf is (1! · 91 ) = 9. By Lemma 8.2.1, if (J''lfE_ Uf then H (J'H'l/§;;_ Uf. 

Since - 1mjJ = t(J', IH1,fn(J'H(J'-l l = 9 and therefore, IH(J'HI = 9. It follows that the elements of 

Uf form a single double coset. 

3 3Next we consider the possibilities for nonempty values of Uj. For and t+ to have the same 

cycle type t'ljt- 3 E {3, 6}, or t'lfE_ {O, 3}. Since 3 is a product of three 3-cycles, for a fixed t'lfE_ {O, 3}, 

IUJI = 3!33 
. Therefore , IUal = 2 · 3!33

. 

2Let x'ljbe the number of double cosets of maximal size, (32 ) . Let H(J'H'lj)be a double coset of 

maximal size, then (J''l/1. Uk for any k , t. Conversely, if HT Hljis not of maximal size, then T'I/E. Uk for 

some b /§__since IH1,fnTHT-1 >'ljl), so that T'ljE. Ui1 or T'ljE UJ2 for some t1 , t2 , and T'ljE. U3 . Thus, we1 

can partition Lag by considering the elements in double cosets of maximal size, and the elements in 

Ua . Thus, 

Thus x'lj;=. 4476. It remains to find the number of double coset representatives that contribute to 

the basis of fiF~gfi , but whose double coset is not of maximal size. By Theorem 6.0.6, fi(J'fi -=I- 0 

if and only if (J''ljE_ ug for some k1/,{where k'ljis the smallest positive number that (J''ljE_ Uk for any t) . 

Since 3 is the product of three 3-cycles, IUE I = 3!33 . Further , for t'lfE_ {O, 4, 7} , Uf nup -=I- f/J. This 

indicates that IUPnU1I = 3-9. For (J''ljE_ Uj\U1, IH1,fn(J'H(J'-1 = 3. Therefore, IH(J'HI = 33 , and1 

there are (3!33 - 3 · 9) /33 = 5 double cosets contained in UP\U 1 . Since there is one double coset 

contained in Uf, 
lfiF~gfi l = 4476 + 1 + 5 = 4482. 

This consistent with a computation in Magma. 
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8.3 Results for r = pk, p a prime 

The technique of the preceding example can be used to determine the dimension of iJPifipkiJ for 

ptjDrime. First, we determine the number of double cosets of maximal size in Lemma 8.3.1. This is 

then used in Theorems 8.3.2 and 8.3.3 to calculate the dimension. 

Lemma 8.3.1. Let r'lj;= pf/J for p'ljn, prime. Let x'lj_denote the number of H\"f..rl H'lj;double cosets of 

maximal size. Then, 

Proof. Let <T1/J E L.r, such that HaH'ljJis of size IHl2 = pr/f . Since this indicates that 

1IH1µ1 (J H (J- = 1, (J'#. ui for any k, t.1 

To determine x, we partition the group. If Tlj,,E_ U% for some k, t, where bµ:lenotes the smallest 

such number, then by Lemma 7.1.2, k'lj;= p~for some £. If (J'ljE_ ut£ for some £, t, then by Lemma p 

8.2.3, (J'lfE_ u;k-1 for some s . Therefore, 

We determine IUpk-1 I. For a given t, since Pk-i is the product of pk-l p-cycles, if U!k-i is not 

empty, IU!k-i I= (pk-l) !Jl(/J-
1 

. We determine the values of tef,m which U!k-i is not empty. For Pk-i 

and t+pk-i to have the same cycle structure, we require t'ljt- pf/J- 1 = q(pk-l) or t'lj;= (q'lj+- l)pf/J-1, 

for some q. Since O :S t < pf/J, then 1 :S q < p. That is, there are p'lj+- 1 values of t'ljauch that U!k-i 

is not empty. It follows that 

Therefore, 

(pk_ l)! _ (p'lj+- l)(pk-1 - l)!Jl(/J- 1 -1 

pfµ 

□ 
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Theorem 8 .3 .2 . Let r'lj;J=. pk for p'ljn, prime. Let O< s'1/£: k. For (j, r) = p'rp-s , 

Proof. By Lemma 8.3.1, there are 

double coset representatives that correspond to double cosets of maxmal size. By Lemma 8.2.4, 

these coset representatives contribute to the basis of !JFifir!J- It remains to find the number of 

double cosets not of maximal size that contribute to the basis of !JFifir!J· By Theorem 6.0.6 , these 

double coset representatives are elements of Ufje such that t'ljE. 0 (mod p 8 
). 

Let (J'~ :Er such that (J'~ utf some £# 0, where b/is the smallest such number. Recall from 
p 

the discussion following Lemma 8.2.3, H (J' H'ljf;;;_ u;f \ U p f-1. Since u;f is not empty, it is the case 

that (pf/J,p~+t) = p~ Therefore, IHi0(J'H(J'-l l = p'rp-f and so IH(J'HI = p'rj;H. Therefore to count 

the double cosets that contribute to l!JFifirfJ I, we increment 0 < £ < k'lftltnd consider 

for t'ljE. 0 (mod p 8 
). Let t'lj;J=. mp8 for some 0 :S: m < p'rp-s, such that u;?s is not empty. For a given 

£, IU~ps I = (pfi/)! (pk-f)Pf.
p 

mp8 f- I + f-1 f + fLet (J'"k U n U f 1 for £ >"r.i then for some w (J'" IJJ (]'- 1 = w P and so (J'" /JJ (]'- 1 = pw P<p::. pf p - 'fL', ' 'V ' 'V . 

Since(]'~ U~Ps, pw'lj+- P~ = p~ mpfµ (mod pk). That is, w'ljE. mps-l (mod pk-l ). There are p1,Such
p 

values for w, since 0 :S: w <pk. For a given w, IUJ-i I = (p~ 1 )! (pk-f+ l )Pf- i. Therefore , given that 

mps
U p f is not empty, 
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Therefore, 

and there are 

(p fq'J !(pk -£ )Pi _ p( (p~ l )! (pk-£+1 )Pi-1) (p~ l)!(pk-£)p£ _ (p~ l _ l)!(pk-(£- l ))Pi-1 

pkH pfµ 

double cosets conta ined in u rr;Ps \ Upt-1 for £ > 'if}) , for u rr;Ps not empty. Similarly, for £'ljJ=. 0, there 
p p 

is one double coset contained in U";1Ps . Now, we det ermine how many values for m ws it the case 

that u;Ps is not empty. We consider two cases. 

mps £ s+ £In t he first case, suppose that £ < s. For U £ to be nonempty, P and mp P must have t he 
p 

same cycle type. Since p~< pif/-J mp8 + p~ = p~ mps-£ + 1) where p'ljcl.oes not divide (mps-£ + 1) . 

It follows that Pi and mps+P£ have the cycle type for any O :S: m < plfp-s . Therefore, u; Ps is 

nonempty for all O :S: m < plfp-s . Therefore, for O < £ < s , the number of H\ "2:,r/ H 'ljd.ouble coset s 

contained in {u;Ps\UPt-1}~ is, 

pkI:- 1 (p~- l)!(pk-£ )pi - (p! l - l)!(pk-(£- l ))Pi-1 

m= O P 

= pffµ-s (p~- 1) !(p f/J-£ )p£ - (:~1-1) !(pk-(£-1) )Pi-1) . 

Taking the sum over a ll O < £ < s'ljwe obtain, 

s-1 (p~- l)!(pf/J-e)Pt _ (p~ l _ l)!(pk-(£- l ))Pt-1) 
pffps ~ 

£= 1 pk 

~ p!' ((pi/JFI- J)!(~s+I)P,_, - pk) ( 
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double cosets. For any O :S m < p'rj;- s, u;nPs is not empty. Thus, there are p'rj;-s double cosets 

contained in {U;nPs}m- Therefore, there are 

distinct double cosets contained in UtJ!u;;"}m, 

Now, we consider the case when s1/;5: £. Let (J''lj,E_ u;:?s for some m , then pl and mps+pl have 

the same cycle type. Therefore, (mp!fJ-J pk) = p~ There are p'rj;- f elements m'ljsuch that p~ di

vides mp!fJ-J and pk-s- l of these elements are such that pJ 1 divides mplf/1 Therefore, there are 

pk-£- l (p'ljr 1) elements, m1,Such that u;;Ps is not empty. 

For s1/;5: :' the number of H \ "f..r l H'l/(l.ouble cosets contained in (u;;Ps\Up£-1) tor some m'ljsuch 

that u;;P is not empty, is, 

Taking the sum over all s1/£ £ < b jwe obtain, 

1 

(p'ljr l) :t~ p'rj;- f-l (p~- l)!(pk- f )pl _ (:!1 _l)!(pk-(£- l ))Pi- )) ( 

~ (1;;!/,J) (f~I-J)!,,W- • -p~ ' - l(p!µI - J)!(pk- s+l)P,_, ) ( 

+ (p'ljr 1) (p'ljr 1) kf,2 pf[µ-f- 2 (pfi/;- 1) !(pf/Ff l) (
pfµ f=s 
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double cosets contained in LJt:} { u;;Ps\Upe-1}m. Let x denote the number of double cosets not 

of maximal size, which contribute to the basis for JjPifiriJ , then from the previous two cases, 

i; ~ P:'((pi/J; 1 _ I)!(~'+1 )1'- ') ( 

+ (p~fµl) ((pf/F l - l)!rJ1/J- 1 -pf/Fs- l(pt/f l - l)!(pk-s+1)Ps- 1 
) 

+ (p'ljr 1) (p'ljr 1) kf.,2 pffµ-e- 2(pfi/;- l)!(plf/Fel) ( 
pfµ l=s 

Therefore, by Lemma 8.3.1, since IJjF~riJI = x'ljt- x, 

It follows that the dimension of JjF~rfj is 

p'rµ+2 

□ 

The dimension of f rF~rf r for r'lj;=. pk can be found using a similar argument . 

Theorem 8.3.3. Let r'lj;=. pk for p'ljn, prime, then for (j , r) = pf/J 

By Corollary 6.0 .5, the dimension of JjF~rfj is equal to I: ISYT~jl 2 . Therefore, Theorems 8.3.2 
)-f- r 

and 8.3.3 give a closed formula for this quantity when r'lj;=. pfµ 

Corollary 8.3.4. Let r'lj;=. pk for p'lj,a prime. 
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Then for (j, r) = p'rj;-s, s >$), 

For (j, r) = r , 

In the following example, we verify the formulas in Theorems 8.3.2 and 8.3.3 for small values of 

Example 8.3.5. Verification of the formula for r'ljf {4, 8, 9} . 

The following was verified in Magma, [2]. For a copy of the Magma code, please refer to the 

Appendix A.2. 

lfoF~22fo l = 3 lfiF~22fi l = 2 lhF~22h l = 3 

lfoF~23fo l = 640 lfiF~23fi l = 636 lhF~23h l = 638 

lfoF~32fo l = 4492 lfiF~32fi l = 4482 lhF~32h l = 4489 

8.4 Results for r = pq for p -::fa q, p , q prime 

In a similar way, we can compute the dimension of JjF~rfJ when r'ljJ=. pq'ljwhere p'l/JI=- q'ljare prime. 

First we determine the number of double cosets of maximal size in Lemma 8.4.1. This is used to 

determine the dimension in Theorems 8.4.3, 8.4.2 and 8.4.4. 

Lemma 8.4.1. Let r'lj;J=. pq'ljfor p#=- q'ljprime. Let x'lj_denote the number of H\"f..rl H double cosets of 

maximal size. Then 

"t- (pq)! - (q?jr l)(p?jr l)!qP-l - (p?jr l)(q?jr l)!pq-l + (q?jr l)(p?jr 1) 
X<p- pq'l/J . 
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Proof. To determine the number of double cosets of maximal size, it suffices to find the number 

of double coset representatives that are not contained in Uk for any k, t . By Lemma 8.2.4, these 

double cosets will contribute to the basis of JjFifirfj -

Let x'l)zlenote the number of the double cosets of maximal size, that is, of size (pq) 2. If <Tl/5E Uk for 

some k, t, where k'l)zlenotes the smallest such number, then by Lemma 7.1.2, k'l/5E {l,p, q}. If (J',lj5E_ Uf 

for some t, then by Lemma 8.2.3, (J',lj5E_ UJ and (J',lj5E_ ug for some s. Therefore, 

We determine IUp l• For a given t, since P is the product of p q-cycles, if UJ is not empty, 

IUJI = p!qfµ We determine for which values oft, UJ is not empty. For P and t+p to have the 

same cycle type, t'ljt- p'lj;J=. mp'lfo.or some 1 :S: m < q. That is, there are q'lj+- 1 values of t'l,lmch that UJ 

is not empty. It follows that IUPI = (q'lj+- l)p!qfµ In a similar way, IUql = (p'ljr l)q!p!{/1 

Now we find IU1 1. For and t+l to have the same cycle type, t'ljt-1 must be relatively prime to pq. 

There are ¢(pq) = (p'ljr l)(q'lj+- 1) such values (where ¢'1frepresents the Euler Phi Function) . Since 

for a given t, where Uf is not empty, IUil = pq, IU1 I = pq(p'ljr l)(q'l/+-1). Therefore, 

"t- (pq)! - (q'lj+- l)(p'ljr l)!qP-l - (p'ljr l)(q'lj+- l)!pq-l + (q'lj+- l)(p'ljr 1) 
X<p- pq'l/J . 

□ 

Theorem 8.4.2. If r'lj;J=. pq , for p# q, p, q'ljhoth prime. Then for (r, j) = p, 

If Fifirf I= (pq'lj+- 1)! + (p'ljr l)!qP-1 + (p'ljr 1)2 ( q'lj+- l)!pq-1 + 1) ( 
J J p~ 

Proof. By Theorem 6.0.6, fj(J' fj -:/=- 0 if (J''ljf_ Uk for any k, t, (the number of such double cosets 

has been calculated in Lemma 8.4.1), or if m/.E Uk where t'ljE O (mod q) and m/Jf_ Uf for s < k. 

Therefore, t'ljf_ {O, q, 2q, ... , (p'ljr l)q}. 
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Notice that Uf is nonempty provided that (t'l/+- l,pq) = 1; this is the case for (p?j+- 1) values of 

t. Therefore, (p?j+- 1) double cosets are contained in some u;nq . We consider UJ and UJ . 

Let t'lj;= mq'ljior some 0 :S: m1/;5: p'lj+- l. Notice that if m# 0, then P and mq+p have different 

cycle types. Therefore, U;"q is empty if and only if m?F 0. 

We find the number of double cosets contained in U2\U 1 - These correspond directly to the double 

coset representatives that are contained in U2, but not in U; for s < p'ljand any t . These double 

1cosets will have order (p2 q). Notice that IU21 = p!qP. Let a-1/,E. U2 n U 1 , then, a- a-- = t+l 

for some t, which indicates that a-'lj}Pa-- 1 = pt+p_ Since a-1/,E U2, pt'lj+- p'ljE p'lj(mod pq) . That is, 

(t'l/+- 1) = 1 (mod q), or (t'lj+- 1) = qm'lj+- 1 for some 0 :S: m < p. We require that (t'l/+- l,pq) = 1 

1for Uf to be nonempty; this fails if and only if m'l/E -q- (mod p) . Therefore, there are (p?j+- 1) 

values of t1,Such that (t'ljt-1,pq) = 1 and U2 n Uf is not empty. For these values oft, IUfl = pq. By 

Lemma 8.2.3, U2 n Uf = Uf. Hence, 

Now, we consider u;iq. First we note that u;iq is nonempty provided that 0 :S: m < p'lj+- l. If 

a-1/£ UJ, then m/Pa-- 1 = t+q_ For q' t+q to have the same cycle type, q'ljrnust divide t. That is, 

t'ljJ=. mq'ljf.or some m, thus Lff~o u;iq = Uq . Further, if UJ n Uj_ is nonempty, UJ n Uj_ = Uj_ from 

Lemma 8.2.3. Since U 1 = p}p'lj+- l)(q?j+- 1), 

Since any double coset contained in this set has size pq2
, the number of double cosets contained in 

(p?j+- 1)q!pq - pq (p?j+- 1) (q'lj+- l) (p?j+- 1) (q'lj+- l) !pq-l - (p?j+- 1) (q'lj+- l) 
pqt/J q'ljJ 
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Let x'1,121.enote the number of double cosets of maximal size. Therefore, the dimension of JjFifirfj is 

x'ljt- (p'ljr l) + (p'ljr 1) ! qP- l - (p'ljr 1) + (p'ljr 1) ( q'ljr 1) ! pq-~- (p'ljr 1) ( q'ljr 1) . 
p q 

Lemma 8.4.1 provides the value of x. Thus, 

□ 

By applying the proof techniques of the preceding theorem, we obtain Theorems 8.4.3 and 8.4.4. 

Theorem 8.4.3. Let r'lj;J=. pq'ljfor p'lfl=- q'ljprime. Then, for (j, r) = 1, 

Theorem 8.4.4. If r'lj;J=. pq , for p'lfl=- q, p, q'ljhoth prime. Then, 

lfrFifirfr l = (pq'ljr 1)! + (q'ljr 1)2 ( p'ljr l)!qP-1 + 1) + (p'ljr 1)2 ( q'ljr l)!pq-1 + 1) 1 

pq'ljJ 

We note that 
(pq'ljr 1) ! + pq-l (q'ljr 1) ! + qP-l (p'ljr 1) ! + 1 

pq'ljJ 

is an integer. To show this, we prove that 

is divisible by both p'ljand q. First, note that (pq'ljr 1)! is divisible by p; further, (q'ljr l)!pq-l is 

divisible by p. It remains to show t hat qP-l (p'ljr 1) ! + 1 is divisible by p. By Fermat's little theorem, 

qp-l = 1 (modp) . 
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Further, by Wilson's theorem, 

(p'ljr 1)! = -1 (mod p). 

Therefore, 

qP-1(p'ljr 1)! = -1 (mod p). 

It follows that (qP-1 (p'l/rl)!+l) = 0 (modp). Thus, (pq'lj+-l)!+pq-1 (q1j+-l)!+qP-1 (p'l/rl)!+l 

is divisible by p. It is a similar argument to show that it is also divisible by q. 

Example 8.4.5. We verify the formulas for r1);E_ {6, 10}. The following were verified in Magma [2]. 

Please refer to the Appendix A.2 for an example of the code. 

lfoF~5fol = 24 lfiF~5fi l = 22 lhF~6hl = 22 lhF~6h l = 24 

lfoF~10fol = 36336 lfiF~10fil = 36327 lhF~10hl = 36327 lf5F~10f5 I= 36336 

By Corollary 6.0.5, we can relate this dimension to the number of standard Young tableau. 

Corollary 8.4.6. Let r'I/J=- pq , for p'lfl=- q, p, q'ljhoth prime. 

For any (r,j) = 1, 

~ (SYT=cJi2 = (pq'lj+- 1) ! + pq-1 (q'lj+- 1) ! + qP-1 (p'ljr 1) ! + 1. 
A~r pq 

For any, j , (r,j) = p, 

~ (SYT=J 12 = (pq'ljr 1) ! + (p'ljr 1) !qP-1 + (p'ljr 1)2 ( q'ljr 1) !pq-1 + 1) ( 
A~r pq 

For any j , (r,j) = r , 

1~ (SYT=J 12 = (pq'ljr 1) ! + (q'ljr 1)2 ( 1/r 1) !qP-1 + 1) + (p'ljr 1)2 ( q'ljr 1) !pq-1 + 1) 
A~r pq 
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Chapter 9 

Assessing Conjecture 6.0.7 

Let be a partition of r, say = ( 1, 2 , ... , r) where we allow the components to equal zero. 

Then, r. = r. 1 x r. 2 x · · · x r. r is a Young subgroup of L.r , and M'ljJ denotes the Fifir module, 

As shown in [11], M'ljJ is also the vector space over Fljwith a basis of -tabloids. 

In [7, Problem 4.6], Doty and Douglass conjecture that the dimension of HomhFI:rh (M Ji ,M Ji) 

also does not depend on the characteristic of F, as restated below: 

Conjecture 6.0. 7. /7, Problem 4.6} Find a combinatorially defined basis for HomhFI:rh (M Ji , M Ji) 

and hence show that dim ( Hom h FI:r h (M Ji ,M Ji)) (does not depend on the field F. 

We consider the dimension of HomfiFI:4 fi (M Ji ,M JJ for , partitions of four. From the prior 

results , fiFifi4fi = span{f1, Ji (1 4)fi} . Recall that M'ljJ is spanned by -tabloids . First, we 

consider = (3, 1) and = (22 ) . Since dim(M(3, 1l) = 4 we find that dim(M(3 ,i ) Ji) = 1 as 
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follows: 

Therefore, 

Let 0'1/f HomfiFI:4 fi (M(3,l ) Ji ,M(22 lJi) , then for some constant c, 

0{ ~~ I2[3 i) () ["~ t 
We find that, 

( ~) () tfi(J 4)/1) ~ ~ ~) ~l 

Similarly, 

(~ (1) tfi(l 4)/1) ~ ~ .)t 
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Therefore, 

It follows that 01).s a endomorphism for any c. Therefore, dim(HomfiFI:4 fi (M(3 ,i) Ji, M(2,2) Ji)) = 1. 

This holds regardless of the characteristic of the field. 

In a similar way, we consider dim(HomfiFI:4fi (M(3,l) Ji, M(2,
12 lJi)). By definition, 

Let <pVf HomfiFI:4fi (M(3 ,l) Ji, M(2, 
12 lJi) . Then, there exists A, B, C'lfa;uch that 

We find the conditions on A, B, C'lfa;uch that 

In particular, we find that A'lj;=. (1 + w)B# wC. Since w'ljis a primitive fourth root of unity, 

( 1 +w) =/- 0. Therefore, 
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This also holds regardless of the characteristic of the field. 

Generating examples like these becomes more difficult; as n /,grows, the dimension of JjPifirfj 

also becomes larger. There are no counter examples to this conjecture for r'lj?=. 4. 

It is still possible that a counter-example to Conjecture 6.0. 7 exists. In particular, this may be 

the case for characteristics of Pi/_such that the rth cyclotomic polynomial is not irreducible over F'ljJ 

For example, if F2 denotes a field of characteristic two with a primitive rth root of unity, the seventh 

cyclotomic polynomial is reducible over F2 , but irreducible over C For , partitions of seven, this 

may cause dim(HomfiF2 I:7 Ji (M Ji , M Ji)) and dim(Homti n 7 ti (M Ji , M Ji)) to differ. Since 

dim(f1Pifid1) = 103, a new method of finding the dimension of dim(HomfiFI:7 Ji (M Ji , M Ji)) 

is needed. 
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Chapter 10 

Further Directions 

Analyzing fJF¥iriJ was motivated by an attempt to answer the conjecture in [7] . That is, if 

(Ffl,Ln(Fi);, Ln,r, fiF¥irfi) satisfies Schur-Weyl duality when the characteristic of F'lj,does not ex

ceed r, but the characteristic of F'lj,does not divide r. In the discussion prior to [7, Problem 4.6], 

Doty and Douglass reduce the conjecture to the problem of finding a combinatorially defined basis 

for HomfiFI:rh (M Ji, M Ji), where M 'ljJ ~ FI: tI:r, as discussed in Chapter 9. The basis con

structed in this paper can be used to further understand HomfiFI:rh (M Ji, M Ji). 

It also remains to study EndFI:r(Lie(r)) under other conditions of F; that is , when F'lj,does not 

contain a primitive rth root of unity, or when p'ljtlivides r. 
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Part III 

Appendix 
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Appendix 

A.1 Magma Code, F3"£5 

In this code, we determine if s>- has trivial source where >.'ljis a partition of six. The group L.2p 

for p >VJ has only p-groups of order p'ljand p2 . Further up to conjugacy these are the subgroups 

((1 2 ···p) ), ((12 ··· p)(p'l/t-1···2p)) and ((12 ··· p),(p'l/t-1···2p)). We define each of these 

subgroups in the list named vertex. For each possible vertex, Q, create the trivial FQ'lfanodule and 

then induce to L.2p. The result is named FQuptoG in the code that follows . For each element in 

the decomposition of FQ tI:2P, we determine if it is isomorphic to the Specht module. The output 

is a true or false list for each vertex. A true denotes that the Specht module is isomorphic to a 

summand of FQ tI:2 p. 

partition :=[2,1,1,1,1] ; // define a partition of 6 

field :=FiniteField(3) ; // define a field of characteristic 3 

I* A matrix that is the result of a Magma function is not correctly formatted 

to be used again in Magma. Namely there are not commas in the necessary positions . The 

following function ''MatOrder'' addresses this issue . *I 

MatOrder:=function(A) 

X : =[] ; 

m: =NumberOfRows(A) ; 

n : =NumberOfColumns(A) ; 

for i : =1 tom do 

for j : =1 ton do 
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X:=Append(X,A[i,j]); 

end for; 

end for; 

return X; 

end function; 

G := PermutationGroup<6 I (1,2), (1,2,3,4,5,6)>; 

D1: =SymmetricRepresentation(partition, Sym(6) ! (1,2) : Al : ="Specht"); 

D2 :=SymmetricRepresentation(partition, Sym(6)!(1,2,3,4, 5,6) : Al :="Specht"); 

XD1 :=Mat0rder(D1); 

XD2 :=Mat0rder(D2); 

VS6 :=MatrixAlgebra<field,Number0fRows(D1)1 XD1, XD2>; 

S6 : =GModule(G, VS6); // This is the corresponding Specht module 

vertex : =[sub<GI (1,2,3)>,sub<GI (1,2,3) (4,5,6)>,sub<GI (1,2,3), (4,5,6)>] ; 

I* For each possible vertex in the list above, we determine we test to see if the Specht 

module has trivial source .* / 

for j : =1 to #vertex do 

Q:=vertex[j] ; 

FQ :=TrivialModule(Q, field); 

FQuptoG :=Induction(FQ, G); 

Decomp1 : =Decomposition(FQuptoG) ; 

results :=[]; 

for i : =1 to #Decomp1 do 

s :=Islsomorphic(Decomp1[i], S6); 
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results :=Append(results,s); 

II A response of true indicates that the module has trivial source . 

end for; 

results; 

end for; 

A.2 Magma Code for hF"I:.gh 

The Magma code to determine lhF~gh l is shown below. Since the dimension is independent of 

the characteristic of the field, provided that F'ljlias a primitive rth root of unity, we use a field of 

characteristic zero. In this code, we build f'lj_and then define a list of double coset representatives 

of H\Y:,r/ H. For each representative, we multiply by f'lj,on both sides; the elements which return 

a nonzero answer are recorded in a list . The last command reports the number of double coset 

representatives in this list. By Theorem 6.0.2, these double coset representatives correspond to the 

basis elements of hF~gf3. 

j : =3; 

r:=9; 

F :=CyclotomicField(r) ; 

G: =SymmetricGroup(r) ; 

FG : =GroupAlgebra(F, G) ; 

z :=RootOfUnity(r, F) ; 

gamma : =FG!(G!(1, 2, 3, 4, 5, 6, 7, 8, 9)); //this should be an r-cycle 

sum :=O; II construct fj 

for x in [1 .. r] do 
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sum :=sum+(1/r)*(z~(-(j)*x)*gamma~x) ; 

end for ; 

f : =sum ; 

H: =sub<Glgamma> ; 

Rep :=DoubleCosetRepresentatives(G , H, H) ; // find a set of double coset representatives 

number : =#Rep ; 

listt : ={} ; 

for i in [1 .. number] do 

g : =Rep[i] ; 

if f *g*f ne O then 

listt :=listt join {g} ; 

end if ; 

end for ; 

#listt ; 

I* The length of the list gives how many double coset representatives 

contribute to a basis of the space . *I 
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